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Baby, it's cold outside
Adrianne Hess • The Maine Campus
Ice idly floats past the Steam Plant Parking lot on the Stillwater River as winter temperatures turn frigid.
Town council comes to UMaine
Orono conducts open dialogue to discuss concerns of students and faculty
By Chelsea Cameron
The Orono Town Council met with students, faculty and staff in
a public meeting Thursday for an open dialogue. Issues included
school consolidation, downtown development and alcohol problems
in apartments.
The meeting was led by Geoff Gordon, chair of the council.
About 10 people from the University of Maine and six town council
members attended. The meeting opened with a discussion to add
more student housing in Orono. A developer has put forth a propos-
al, but it would require re-zoning, Gordon said.
It would be similar to the Orchard Trails apartments, but has not
gone further than the conceptual point, according to Town Manager
Cathy Conlow.
"It's an opportunity to create a style of housing which is safer,"
Conlow said.
The project would have direct access to Park Street, making it
easily accessible to campus.
The council also addressed the. recent changes to ordinances
about family size.
"The scope of the ordinance, change dealt with simply the medi-
um density residential or single family unit," Conlow said. "It
See COUNCIL on page 5
Nominees
face off
Maine considers new plastic bag fee
Supporters claim state legislature's proposal would help the environment
By Seth Poplaskl
A bill proposing a 20 cent fee on plastic grocery bags will not
go to the legislature in the coming session, but it has caused con-
troversy to arise in the state of Maine. The proposed bill was cre-
ated in hopes of encouraging shoppers to switch from plastic to
cloth bags when they shop.
State Rep. of the Maine Legislature Ted Koffman co-chairs the
Natural Resources Committee of Maine and said that using cloth
bags would be beneficial. Using cloth bags not only cuts down on
the amount of plastic bags that are being used, but also can aid in
the reduction of oil use as manufacturing plastic bags uses a sub
stantial amount of oil that harms the environment.
Students at the University of Maine have already begun to sup-
port the proposed bill. Walter Lazarz, co-coordinator of the uni-
versity's Green Campus Initiative, agreed that plastic bag usage
needs to be reduced.
"Plastic bags, which are made from petroleum, aren't recycled
enough," Lazarz said. "So why continue to use them when clear
alternatives are available and ready for widespread use in Maine'?"
See BAG on page 4
SG candidates answer
their own debate questions
By Eryk Salvagglo
Candidates for president of Student
Government faced off Thursday in a bid to
explain their campaigns to voters — most of
whom were not in attendance.
To a crowd consisting largely of support-
ers—as evidenced by the cheering—one
candidate acknowledged on stage that he
would likely be speaking to most undecided
voters through a television screen, as the
debate was being filmed for broadcast for
The Maine Channel.
Since the two candidates wrote their own
questions before the debate, few opportuni-
ties existed for either candidate to break out
of their established platform positions.
Instead, the candidates advanced nuts-and-
bolts solutions they believed would tackle
the everyday issues of students.
In regards to student tuition, incumbent
President William Pomerleau spoke of
"small steps" that could be taken to save stu-
dents money, such as encouraging profes-
sors to order books earlier, which he said
could save University of Maine students a
collective $60,000 a year.
Candidate and current senator, Sean
Rankin, would tackle textbook prices
through legislation. Though an earlier bill
co-authored by Rankin to lower tuition did
not make it to the floor of the Maine State
Representatives, he is again working with
Rep. Gary Moore, a republican from
Standish, to eliminate taxes on textbooks.
"Lowering tuition costs directly is harder
— lowering the costs of textbooks is a small
way of doing this," Rankin said.
On the issue of parking congestion.
Pomerleau advanced his small-steps plat-
form by noting that professors and faculty
were currently allowed to park in student and
See DEBATE on page 7
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Robert Strong
named Professor
of the Year
Recognized for commitment
to education and community
By Rhlannon Sawtelle
University of Maine
Professor Robert Strong has
been named professor of the
year for 2007 by the Carnegie
Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching and
the Council for the
Advancement and Support of
Education.
A professor of finance on
campus, Strong received the
award in Washington, D.C. ear-
lier this semester. Nominated
by the University of Maine
Alumni Association, the CASE
award, established in 1981, is a
national award to recognize an
undergraduate professor's
commitment to education and
community.
A professor at the university
for 24 years, Strong also lec-
tured at Penn State for three
years while working on his
Ph.D. and has taught summers
at Maine Maritime Academy
and Harvard University.
Strong teaches investment
and financial derivatives at
both the undergraduate and
graduate levels at UMaine.
"Business is a topic that is
here to stay, constantly chang-
ing and generally already of
interest to people. It also
directly affects everyone,"
Strong said.
Strong is also the
the Student
advisor to
Portfolio
Investment Fund of the
University of Maine
Foundation, a student group on
campus that manages a $1.2
million portfolio as part of the
University Endowment Fund.
Open to all UMaine undergrad-
uates, SPIFFY manages money
to benefit the university.
Students travel to New York
once a
year to
meet with
executives
of invest-
ment firms
and min-
gle with
people at
the New
York
Stock
Exchange.
" W e
have
received
great pub-
licity
because of
this event,
and have
attracted a number of students
to UMaine because of the pro-
gram," Strong noted.
"I definitely enjoy my expe-
rience a lot. SPIFFY members
always feel so fortunate to
have such a knowledgeable and
dedicated advisor," Anh Do,
vice president of Portfolio
Strategies and Bonds for
SPIFFY, said.
Strong stays busy with his
many hobbies and organiza-
tions. He enjoys golf, fly fish-
ing, sea kayaking and "just
about any outdoor activity," he
said.
"He's very concerned and
maintains relationships with
students at a personal level. We
can always come talk to him,
not just about materials in
class, but anything about the
finance and business world.
You will always have a nice
chat," Do said.
"His expertise, dedication
and ethics make him a profes-
sional colleague and decision
maker of absolute first rank,"
Photo courtesy of UMaine Public Relations
Jim Conlon, CEO of Bangor
Savings Bank, said in a univer-
sity press release.
Strong graduated from the
United States Military
Academy at West Point with a
degree in engineering. He
received his master's degree in
business administration from
Boston University and a Ph.D.
from Penn State in finance.
Strong has published more
than 75 articles in business
journals and books on finance.
He has also written three text-
books used in over 100 univer-
sities worldwide.
"I've found that academics
is the best job in the world for
me," he noted in the press
release.
"His dedication, knowledge
and experience really makes a
difference in the education of
thousands of students. It's
because of professors like him
that makes the academic expe-
rience at UMaine a great one.
His class is my favorite one,"
Do added.
www.mainecampus.com
MONDAY
UMaine Employee/ott
Blood Drive
9:00 a.m. Multi-
purpose Room,
Memorial Union
Walk-ins welcome,
appointments recommended by
calling I -800-give-life
TUESDAY
Lunch and Learn:
Beating the
Holiday Blues
12:00 p.m. FFA
Room, Memorial Union
By Nancy Roberts. Exploring
how the holidays can be
challenging, and how we can
take steps to feel better as the
hoidays arrive.
oEc
4
To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar,
please send time, day, date, location and fee
information to HeatherSteeves@umitmaine.edu or drop it off in our
offices, located in the basement of Memorial Union. Deadlines for sub-
missions are 9 am. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 am.
Wednesday for Thursday
publication.
WEDNESDAY
Diversity
Dialogue
8:30 a.m. FFA
Room Memorial
Union
With Sandra Tijerina, part of
the Peace Studies Diversity
Dialogue Series
Between La Survivance
and Cosmo: Grace
Metalious ‘golo Adam
In Eden."
12:15 p.m. Bangor Room,
Memorial Union
By Susan Pinette, part of the
Women in the Curriculum and
Women ' s Studies Program Fall
Lunch Series.
What a girl wants,
what a girl needs
Study by university professor finds that
women prefer only mildly daring males
By Meghan Hayward
Do you think women are more attracted to daredevils or wimps'?
According to research by William Farthing, a psychology professor at
the University of Maine, women prefer neither.
Farthing's study found that women prefer men who take mild to
moderate, but not extreme, risks. Most women want men who have the
ability and bravery to engage in moderately risky acts, but also the
thoughtfulness to avoid highly risky daredevil acts.
"It was a combination of my long-term interest in psychology of
physical risk taking and my more recent interest in evolutionary psy-
chology that prompted me to do this study," Farthing said.
Farthing questioned why men take physicals risks more than
women do, and why it is more likely among young men in their prime
reproductive years.
"These facts suggest to an evolutionary psychologist that there
might be some link between males' risk taking and their attempts to
get a mate," Farthing said.
Farthing asked undergraduate women to read a variety of scenarios
involving an opportunity for physical risk taking, and indicate whether
they would be more interested in a potential long-term mate or spouse
with a man who took the risk, or to one who avoided the risk. Some of
the scenarios involved heroic risks, such as rescuing a child from a
river, while others were less intense, such as risky sports.
While there are multiple causes of risk-taking and individual dif-
ferences, Farthing's research was concerned with only one possible
influence: women's reactions to men who take physical risks.
"I have concluded that in most cases, the decision is more emo-
tional than rational," Farthing said.
This particular study is a follow-up to an earlier study, published
two years ago. In that study, Farthing had all the risk scenarios
described as very risky, suggesting a significant risk of serious injury
or death.
Farthing said that the first findings led him to test the hypothesis
again, using a mix of both very risky and moderately risky scenarios. •
"While my predictions for the first study were incorrect, the out-
come of the second study was just what I had predicted," Farthing
said.
Farthing categorizes himself as a moderate risk taker who thought-
fully considers the risks of the situation in conjunction with his skills
See GIRLS on page 5
Orono' s five-day forecast
Monday: Snow
27 24
high low
Tuesday: Snow/wind
30 12
high low
Wednesday: Partly cloudy
28 13
high low
Thursday: Partly cloudy
27 9
high low
Friday: Mostly sunny
21 13
high low
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IN THE SAME POCKET.
U.S. Cellular introduces the
MOTOROKR'-a phone and
M P3 player in one simple, stylish
plug-and-play form. It comes with
everything you need to get started
right out of the box, along with a
30-Day FREE Napster To Go trial.
Which makes it, literally, music
to your ears.
U.S. Cellular is wireless
where you matter most
*. U.S. Cellular
getusc.com 1-888-BUY-USCC
tAl
MOTOROKR"1 Zem
C2007 U.S. Collubt Corporation.
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Who should speak at this year 's graduation?
I can ' t think of anyone I ' d
appreciate hearing.
Jake Whitney
English
Terri Schiayo.
Caitlin Foster
Psychology
Lewis Black
Skylar Letoumeau
Anthropology and
Political science
Martha Stewart
Laura Donley
Bio-chemistry
Paul Kariya. He plays for
the Mighty Ducks. He
graduated from UMaine.
Mike Penigo
Mechanical engineering
technology
' Prince William.
Celina Purrington
Elementary education
Get to know your
professors
By Chelsea Cameron and
Sarah Breau
Mohsen Shahinpoor
When Mohsen Shahinpoor, head of the mechanical engineering
department, came to Maine in April 2007 to interview for a job at the
University of Maine, he was not ready for the weather. "I was not pre-
pared for three feet of snow," he said.
Originally from Iran, his parents encouraged him to come to the
United States, where he attended the University of Delaware and Johns
Hopkins. After receiving his degrees, he went to work at the University
of New Mexico. In 2006, along with two of his colleagues, he published
a book about using artificial muscles in the human body.
The materials, called active plastics, are a polymer mixed with differ-
ent types of metal and can be used to help people with muscle control ill-
nesses — including multiple sclerosis — and could be used to help pump a heart.
He is working to expand the bio-medical engineering program at UMaine, which would be
housed in Crosby Hall.
Shahinpoor also has more than 50 inventions, plays Soccer and the violin and was Delaware
State Chess Champion after he graduated from college.
Shahinpoor said he came to UMaine because he wanted a leadership position. He did not let
the snow stop him.
Kathleen March
Maine is the closest state in the U.S. to Europe, which is why Kathleen
March decided to teach at the University of Maine. Originally from New
York, she wanted only an ocean to separate her from Spain.
"I came here for the geographical [location]," she said.
She teaches Spanish and has participated in several service learning
trips with students to Honduras, where they were able to help the com-
munity and learn at the same time.
"It has been a wonderful connection," she said. "They don't know
what I taught them, but they know what they learned."
Students go to places like orphanages and clinics, but it is not just
about community service. The community helps them by getting the students to use the language
in a real-life setting. Students also get to see how others survive on a small wage.
March has attended conferences on service learning in other countries, but there is one part of
it she does not like.
"I hate flying," she said.
Even so, she does not let that stop her from going to Europe when she can.
In addition to loving the history and culture of Europe, she also loves to cook foreign food and
paint.
A lifelong learner, this past summer she went to Pau, France, for a conference and decided to
study the language to better communicate.
On Thursday, Nov. 29, she will travel to Berlin for the Ibero-American Institute for a confer-
ence on travel literature.
Continued on page 5 ...
Bag
from page 1
San Francisco has com-
pletely banned the use of plas-
tic bags. European countries
such as Ireland, Denmark and
Switzerland have also taken a
stand against plastic bag use
and now charge a fee for each one used. Many
are hopeful that Maine will soon follow the
trend.
"There's no real reason why this shouldn't be
done. It would save stores, business owners, cus-
tomers and taxpayers a lot of money," Lazarz
said. "Stores in Maine would have to invest in
supplying reusable bags instead of plastic ones,
but in the long run it would really save them
money."
One of the biggest concerns involving the
proposed bill is the lack of incentives for using
cloth bags. Although grocery stores such as
Hannaford and Shaws sell cloth bags, customers
are only rewarded with a five-cent discount per
cloth bag used. At that rate, a shopper would
have to buy 20 bags worth of groceries to save
$1.
Katie Williams, University of Maine graduate
and Bangor resident, said she would use cloth
bags if there were more incentives.
"I think the fee is a good idea, but there
aren't enough incentives to switch over to cloth
bags right now. If stores offer a bigger discount
for using cloth bags, I would probably switch
over," Williams said.
The proposed bill will not reach legislation
this year, but the issue is expected to arise
again.
The Green Campus Initiative hopes to do its
part by writing letters to the state representatives
in hopes of encouraging them to remove plastic
bags from Maine completely, either by enforcing
the tax or abolishing them.
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Police 
Beat
Beer pong In Hancock
An officer on patrol in
1 laneock Hall saw minors playing
beer pong in a dorm room on Nov.
17, at 12:40 am. The residents
were identified as Nathaniel
Sands, 20, and Shane Semenuk,
19. The officer found 17 beers at
the room with several minors
allegedly consuming alcohol.
Serum& and Sands were
issued a summons to court for fur-
nishing a place for minors to con-
sume alcohol.
The alcohol was allegedly pur-
chased by David Bari, 22, of
Omno. He was issued a summons
to court for furnishing liquor to
minors.
Lauren Mack, 19, Jeremiah
Antosch, 19, and Meghan Butler,
20, all of Orono were also issued a
summons for possession of liquor
by a minor.
Can't get away with the
smell of marijuana
A resident assistant of York
Ilall reported the smell of marijua-
na on Nov. 17, at 11:25 p.m. An
officer located the room where the
smell was coming from, and he
asked the resident, Robin
Anderson to turn over the bag of
marijuana. She was issued a sum
mom for possession of marijuana.
The best from Orono,
Old Town and
UMaine 's finest
Another marijuana-relat-
ed Incident
On Nov. 29, at 10:08 p.m., an
officer on patrol at Somerset 1
smelled marijuana coming from
the second floor. Alter finding the
sourcc of the smell, he asked the
resident if he had been smoking.
The resident denied it. Later, at the
consent of the resident, the officer
investigated the room and found a
homemade pipe in a desk and a
marijuana pipe in a backpack. The
resident, 'Zachary McIntire, IS,
Orono, was issued a summons for
the possession of drug parapher-
nalia.
Watch out where you
park
A resident of Knox Hall report-
ed that her vehicle was stolen on
Nov. 26. She said that she had left
her vehicle idling in the fire lane
the previous night. In fact, the car
had been towed by the parking
service because it was parked ille-
gally.
Compiled by Ozlem
Esklocak
for dealing with the situations.
Girls "My own involvement in risky sportsalso played a role in my decision to do this
study," Farthing said. "Now that I am 60
years old, I don't do that much anymore, but
I did in my thirties and forties."
Farthing does not recommend that people avoid all risks. He
said that risks can be part of the spice of life.
"What's important is being a smart risk taker," Farthing said.
"People need to pause to think about the risks and benefits of
the situation, and learn the skills that are necessary to minimize
a person's personal risk."
He said to limit risky activities to cases where you are the
only person at risk."It is irresponsible and immoral to take risks
for other people, such as speeding and drunk driving," Farthing
said.
from page 2
Don't Save Money On A Haircut.
Save Money On Car Insurance.
Go have a professional cut your hair, because your State Farm' agent's got
your hack with the right coverage and discounts up to 40% on car insurance.
You can call an agent's office 24/7, so what are you waiting for? Go see an
agent today, or log on to statcfarm.com*. Its a better way to save.
Find your local Maine State Farm agent at statefarm.com*.
$$$$$ 1.1•12
LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR 41110
iWfla AMC
STATE FARM IS THERE:'
... from page 4.
Jim Artesani
Many students have openly admired the circle of motorcycles parked
outside Boardman Hall, but few students would expect that one of the bikes
belongs to a professor of education and human development.
Jim Artesani, a graduate studies professor and director of the Institute
for the Study of At-Risk Students at the IIniversity of Maine, may not ride
his Triumph to school each morning like some students, but he still gives
in to his love of the road when the time allows.
Artesani can often be found playing the bass with fellow jazz-music
enthusiasts. Although the musicians performing at jams change from week-
to-week, appreciation of good music is an ever-present commodity.
Artesani exhibits the same patience he applies to his music when help-
ing students who struggle with. disabilities or a lack of motivation, to develop an appreciation for
learning.
Artesani currently works for the State Department of Education in Augusta to develop behav-
ioral programs which he often shares in consultations he conducts at different schools across the
state. The purpose is to promote educational alternatives, working to assist students who find con-
ventional education especially challenging and providing them with additional options.
Artesani often finds relaxation in going to the Recreation Center on campus or cheering on
the Black Bears at various UMaine sporting events.
Harold Z. Daniel
The recent lx)uts of cold weather have stirred up feelings of anticipation for
Harold Z. Daniel. associate professor of marketing at I Jniversity of Maine. For
Daniel, skiing is a relaxing hobby and weekend getaway opportunity. He frequents
the slopes of Sunday River, Squaw Mountain and most often, Sugarloaf USA.
He finds Spring Break to be an excellent time to hit the slopes, and he often dis-
appears for three to four days at a time to pursue this interest.
An avid outcloorsman, Daniel enjoys fly-fishing, kayaking and utilizing his
self-proclaimed amateur telescope skills. His fascination with observing constella-
tions and planets began when he was a child. He fondly reminisces about time
spent glued to the television admiring astronauts John Glenn and Alan Shepherd
and their role in the extraordinary advancements America made in space. Daniel remembers distinctly the
day that Apollo 14 was launched into orbit
He has scaled Cadillac Mountain with his telescope to get a closer look at Jupiter, Mars and Venus. His
fascination is evident as he speaks of the similarities between the phases undergone by both Venus and the
Larth's moon.
"l'herc are very few places left in the country where you can get as clear a view of the night sky as you
can. in Maine. The air is so clear here," Daniel said.
Daniel is the director of the Center of Tourism for Research and Outreach (CenTRO) in addition to the
responsibilities of teaching for his 10th year at the University of Maine.
Prior to his anival at I Maine, Daniel earned his Ph.D. in business administration from the University
of Connecticut (1997) after having spent thirteen years in business, doing research for companies includ-
ing Campbell's and General Foods..
Ile shapes these experiences in the business profession with his students both in and out of the class-
room. His students learn the practicalities of business by developing marketing strategies for area busi-
nesses in order to aid in the completion of profitable ventures.
Council
from page 1
wasn't talking about already
approved commercial units."
The restrictions are not on
all the rental units, as there are
several exceptions, the defini-
tion of family size has been
debated recently.
"This is something that I have been working with,
wrestling with, for five years," Gordon said. "I'd like to
think within the next year, we'll actually enact some-
thing. People with children are not moving into Orono."
Most of the rental properties are being rented-to col-
lege students, so families are not moving into the area,
which is an issue the council wants to address. The
Orchard Trails apartment complex was also discussed.
It is generating a significant amount of tax revenue,
according to Conlow. •
Dean Dana brought up the closure of Ushuaia. The
council did not feel that it was a safe place for people to
go, due to several incidents and one fatality.
"Ultimately, we voted to recommend to the state that
the state not give them [Ushuaia] a liquor license,"
Gordon said. "With the new management of it, I'm hop-
ing that they learned something from that."
A local bus transit system is in the works for Orono,
Old Town and the university. Members will be meeting
with representatives of the Maine Department of
Transportation soon, according to Gordon.
"The distance is just a little too great to walk. I've
always thought that some sort of local transit system is
something that would benefit the entire community,"
Gordon said.
Jim Castor, a third-year education major, asked
about school consolidation and how it would affect
future jobs. The purpose of the consolidation is to
reduce overhead costs without reducing quality of edu-
cation, council member Tom Perry said. No schools
would be closed as a result, and no teaching jobs would
be eliminated right away.
"Immediately, it's not going to affect you," Perry
said.
The salary schedules for teachers are currently dif-
ferent all over the state, but with the new plan they
would all be the same. In the consolidation, Orono
would join with Veazie, Glenburn, Old Town, Milford,
Greenbush, Bradley and Alton, totaling about 3,400 stu-
dents.
Sylvia Schuler, a third-year political science and
international affairs double major, discussed alcohol
problems in her apartment on Pine Street. She said that
underage partying was prevalent in her building and
thought there should be more communication between
campus security, Orono police and the Orono town
council to deal with the problem.
Schuler said that some landlords allow their tenants
to party because they get along with them, and that a
resident that has a problem with it does not want to
report it for fear of getting kicked out of the building.
There are also not enough consequences to deter the
behavior.
"If you have to live with it, it's a tenible thing,"
Schuler said.
The Orono police are working to combat underage
drinking by setting up stings, and they have received
grant money, according to Duquette.
"Part of the problem is that people will tolerate
things for quite a while before they call and say "This is
a problem," Gordon said.
Conlow said it is difficult to identify the individual
and the problem, and once the police get to the problem,
it can be over. Even if they do catch people in the act, it
may not rise to the level of disorderly conduct. -
The meeting ended with Smith encouraging contin-
ued communication between the council and students.
"We all recognize that the town and the university
are in a symbiotic relationship," Gordon said.
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2008, Student body
How do the candidates measure up?
By
Heather
Steeves
Issue
Parking
Dining
Tuition
Lighting
Bumstock
Pomerleau
Incumbent President of the General
Student Body
"Zipcar needs to grow ... It's a matter of trying to deal
with the parking administrators and public safety for
things like the fact that professors can park, pretty
much, wherever they want. If you have a blue thing you
can park in commuter. I believe you can park in student
parking, the red parking as well, but students can't park
anywhere they want. They have to park in the red or the
black and they can't park in both of them and that's just
not fair. There are more students than there are faculty
and I think they need to cater more to the students than
to the faculty."
"We have to keep a close relationship with the dining
executives. We open up the books and check ... that
these prices are really there because they have to be,
not because they choose to be because they want to
make a little more money."
"They don't need to be charging extraneous costs for
things, even with the bookstore. If they don't have to be
charging us money, they shouldn't be. We want to make
sure they are looking out to lower the costs when they
can. Don't always have these marginal costs every-
where. Eliminate administrative positions that could be
utilized by students. Have a student internship instead
of hiring another $70,000 position."
"Use the previous Student Body President Priyanth
Chandrasekar's plan to 'Replace the ones that are bro-
ken and put new ones in as well and increase lighting."
"Right now it is still in the preliminary stages, but we
have devised a plan to cut costs extremely from what
costs used to be ... I would like to see it come back; I
wish it had never went away."
Senior Senator and President of System-
Wide Student Government
"Zipcar is a great step; it is a step in the right direc-
tion, but it's really not about finding new places to put
parking spots. It is about finding the right places to put
parking spots ... The key really to solving the parking
problem is getting a large group of students from all
geographies around the campus together and really sit
down and collaborate with the administration ... Ideally
it would be great to have a parking garage. We can ask
for a parking garage right in the MCA lot. That would
solve the problems for everything, and maybe if we did
ask for a parking garage, the splash of something that
big, the ripple effect, might actually give us more park-
ing ... At the minimum I will fight for more parking
spaces for commuters in better locations especially."
"I think really at this point it's about maintaining the
scrutiny on dining services to ensure that they are not
taking back here and there. I think there is still more
options that can be provided."
"We need to be strong in assisting the system in assur-
ing that they are lobbying at the state to provide ade-
quate funding. It is also our job to find these issues such
as tax-free textbooks that we can go in and attack and
bring and maybe see happen to lower costs."
"I think solar lighting is the way to go." 'The money it will
save the university will be directly passed on savings to
the students."
"I think Bumstock is great. I hope it is. I mean, the rea-
son why this should be the biggest show — the biggest
concert series — ever because we've never had this
money to spend on a concert before ... it should be
great because we're spending a crapload of money on
it."
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presidential elections
Behind the scenes, a different
debate
By Eryk Salvaggio
A question about a question —
and a debate about a debate — is
shining a critical light on Student
Government. For some students,
the issue is another example of
cronyism in student representa-
tives; for those representatives, it
is an illusion of impropriety dictated
by necessity.
Presidential can-
didate Sean Rankin
is the current presi-
dent of the
University of Maine
System -Wide
Student
Government (SSG),
an organization
aiming to represent
students throughout
the University of
Maine System.
Rankin's position
was the subject of a
question by moderator Daniel
Bourgeois-Capozzi, spawned by a
Facebook comment left by a for-
mer member of SSG, Jason
Gayne.
Gayne went to high school with
Rankin's opponent and incumbent
SG president, William Pomerleau.
Gayne's comments asserted that
SSG had been "floundering" under
Rankin.
The question asked Rankin to
respond to the allegation.
Following Rankin's rebuttal,
Pomerleau was then given time to
address the same question, giving
Rankin a second round of criticism.
"The ... question was a clear
attack on me, which was not credi-
ble. I never saw the message,"
Rankin told The Maine Campus
after the debate. "Apparently it was
posted on Facebook around the
time our senate meeting started on
Tuesday, and was un-posted
around the time of the meeting's
completion. I find it ridiculous that
the question was even asked."
The candidates themselves
wrote the first thirty questions —
fifteen each — for the debate,
according to Jonathan Charette,
the commissioner of the Fair
Elections Practices Commission
(FEPC). Charette is responsible for
ensuring all questions comply with
FEPC guidelines, including restric-
tions on advocacy for or against
candidates.
Charette insisted that the ques-
tions followed FEPC guidelines.
Though those guidelines do not
specifically address debates, they
Student Government representatives enter into
online debate about campaigns and cronyism
do state that advocacy against spe- to the individuals in these posi-
cific candidates is not permitted by
the FEPC. Charette said he did not
think the question was a form of
advocacy against Rankin.
The FEPC must use their best
judgment possible when consider-
ing matters like this, and it was our
interpretation that the question
brought up an interesting and
appropriate issue
in the election,"
Charette said in
an e-mail. He
said the question
"was not created
to personally
attack Mr.
Rankin." He
added that all
FEPC members
must remain neu-
tral in the election
process and said
they have. "We
do not favor one
over another," Charette
They can spin that
however they like, but the
bottom line is that they
are forcing the voters to
choose between candi-
dates that are already
well-established in the
political circuit."
Joseph Audette
Student
candidate
said.
Pomerleau, who wrote the ques-
tion, believed it was relevant.
"I felt it was one that needed to
be asked if Sean is going to run
citing his experience in the System-
Wide Student Government, it is
important that his work with the
SSG is examined," Pomerleau
said.
Charette said Rankin had,
filed an official complaint about
question to the FEPC.
Underscoring this
argument is the issue
of SG involvement in
its own debate. The
debate was spon-
sored by several
organizations whose
leadership is connect-
ed to Pomerleau's
campaign. Student
Government is led by Pomerleau
and served as one sponsor for the
debate. Another, Student
Entertainment, which promoted the
event, is run by Derek Mitchell,
who serves as an administrator for
the Pomerleau-Moran group on
Facebook and has been promoting
the campaign. Another co-sponsor
of the event — as well as the mod-
erator, a matter of tradition for
UMSG debates — was the UMaine
Debate Club, a subsidiary of
UMaine Forensics, which is head-
ed by Steven Moran, vice president
of Student Government and
Pomerleau's running mate.
Pomerleau said it was difficult,
as president, to avoid connections
not
the
tions.
"My job requires my making pro-
fessional relationships with the
heads of many organizations,"
Pomerleau said. He said protocols
are followed to ensure that the
event itself remains unbiased. The
FEPC has the right to withhold any
question from the debate, accord-
ing to Charette. However, the
FEPC is accountable to Student
Government, despite being its only
oversight group outside of GSS.
The issue highlights concerns
over what some students on the
UMaine Forum see as a tight-knit •
network of student senators and
Student Government executives, a
closeness they believe encroaches
on SG's checks and balances.
Recently, heated discussions on
the subject have broken out
between students and members of
Student Government on the
UMaine Student Forum on
FirstClass.
In the course of that discussion,
one student, Joseph Audette,
spurred by the lack of independent
candidates, announced he would
launch a write-in campaign.
However, he had missed the filing
deadline by a day.
The nomination period had
been publicized in The Maine
Campus and on FirstClass.
Audette said the deadlines still
provide an advantage to candi-
dates who are
already in
Student
Government,
since other stu-
dents don't
understand the
process of run-
ning. "They can
spin that however
they like, but the
bottom line is that they are forcing
the voters to choose between can-
didates that are already well-
established in the political circuit,"
Audette said.
Others see the tight-knit nature
of Student Government as some-
thing that naturally occurs when-
ever people work together.
"Much like any team, you begin
to make friendships with those you
work with closely," said Abtin
Mehdizadegan, a student senator.
"People may say SG is all buddy-
buddy, but it is foolish to expect
any group not to display this trait.
In fact, I think if a group lacks this
cohesive nature, then the group
would be very stagnant."
"Much like any team,
you begin to make
friendships with those
you work with closely."
Abtin Mehdizadegan
Student Senator
(
Student Government elections will be held on
FirstClass on Monday, Dec. 3.
commuter lots,
while student's
weren't. "I under-
stand that profes-
sors need to work,"
Pomerleau said,
"but students also need to get to class."
Rankin advocated for a re-arrange-
ment of current parking zones to make
better use of available space, as many
students are forced to walk long dis-
tances when the centralized lots fill up.
The candidates disagreed on
whether or not they would implement a
plan proposed by former SG President
Priyanth Chandrasakar, which would
assign a dollar value to meal swipes.
Pomerleau said the idea proved not to
be feasible at other universities, but
Rankin asserted it could work at
UMaine.
Rankin also said he would like to
bring solar panels to UMaine's light
posts in an effort to generate bright
lighting with little energy cost, an idea
he said had been inspired by images of
Fallujah on CNN.
Pomerleau cited the Greek Grant
Program, which sets aside funds for
Greek fraternities to beautify their house
exteriors, as an example of his leader-
ship as president. He also cited the
Zipcar program and the removal of ATM
fees at the University Credit Union
machine in the Memorial Union.
Rankin emphasized his work as a
student senator as well as his experi-
ence as president of the University of
Maine System-Wide Student
Government (SSG), an organization
designed to serve as a bridge for stu-
dent governments across the state.
For many achievements touted by
Rankin as a senator, it proved difficult to
separate them from Pomerleau's influ-
ence over the same senate — particu-
larly on the issues of expanded meal
plan options and bringing the Zipcar to
campus. At one point, Rankin brought
up the issue of adopting a new constitu-
tion for the SSG, which he serves as
president. Pomerleau said that he had
written the SSG constitution.
Pomerleau and Rankin both cited
their experience in senate, relationships
with administrators and frustration with
Student Government's internal bureau-
cracy. Both candidates also agreed that
they thrive under pressure.
Reflecting on the question of whether
both campaigns are focusing on small
steps rather than engaging big ideas,
Rankin said his ideas are feasible steps
towards larger goals and criticized
Pomerleau for being reluctant to take on
broader issues like changing meal plans
and parking congestion.
"My goal is to fix the major concerns
of the students on this campus and will
do whatever it takes to accomplish this,"
Rankin said. "My opponent, on the other
hand, seems more interested in telling
people what he can't do, while taking
the credit for the hard work of the peo-
ple around him."
Pomerleau called himself "an idealist
without illusions" and said that some
problems cannot be fixed completely
but fixing small problems can add up.
"We need to make sure we're being
charged for things we have to be
charged for," Pomerleau said. As an
example, he cited using cups without
UMaine logos as a way to cut costs for
the university and, in turn, student
bills.
The election takes place Monday,
Dec. 3, via FirstClass. Students can
also cast ballots at the Wade Center in
the Memorial Union.
Debate
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SG debate format
could use reform
Thursday's Student Government debate may have
Oval candidates a chance to explain their platfonn posi-
tions, but since the candidates wrote their own questions,
students lost an opportunity to learn about the issues they
personally care about.
The Fair Elections Practices Commission (FEPC)
lacks specific guidelines for carrying on a debate. It would
behoove the organization to come up with an open, trans-
parent process that guarantees the neutrality of questions.
FEPC'. was ultimately respon.sibletor the questions, but
the candidates submitted them prior to the debate, ensur-
ing that they were limited to issues the candidates had
positions on. Low turnout assured the audience participa-
tion portion of the evening also consisted largely of ques-
tions by students who had already made up their minds
about the candidates.
The FEPC cannot be held responsible for a lack of stu-
dent interest However, the FEPC could still ensure that
independent, thought-provoking questions from the stu-
dent body are addressed by outsourcing the process of
question-writing to various organizations further removed
from the election process.
Sponsors for the debate included three organizations
with ties to a candidate in the election While there is no
evidence of any dirty politics at work, the illusions of
implopriety are a headache for both Student Government
and those seeking evidence of conspiracies.
The UMaine Debate learn should have a place, but
this year, might have insisted on passing due to Steven
Moran, president of [Maine Forensics, of which the
Debate Team is a part, being a funning mate of a candi-
date. Potential question sources could also include groups
like lhe Maine Channel, WMEB and, dam we say, The
Maine Campus.
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Rabid sports fans showcase
insane side of college students
Emily Southwick
For those of us who are not sports fans, those who are can
sometimes make us question their sanity. The Super Bowl, March
Madness, the World Series; somehow, we really couldn't care less
about those events, but they certainly do. There are times when we
are left wondering how otherwise mature, intelligent adults can
lose control and behave outrageously over a single game.
For some insight on this matter, I turned to my co-worker, Nick
McCrea, who is the sports editor for The Maine Campus. I asked
him to explain this mystifying phenomenon, particularly in light
of the Red Sox's recent win at the World Series and the destruc-
tive celebration that ensued here on the University of Maine cam-
pus.
'Well, as far as car flipping and riot-like behavior, I think that
probably isn't any more related to sports than it is to other aspects
of society," McCrea said. "Any time you get a large group of peo-
ple together with very similar or dissimilar interests —whether it
be sports, politics or whatever — it seems that the mob mentality
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 300 words in length
and should include the author's name, address, academic major or
' job title and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion @ mainecampus.com
kicks in. That mob mentality is where the car flipping and boob
flashing comes from. The hoodlums who flip cars don't do it
because the Red Sox won the World Series; they do it because
'Come on dude, it'll be awesome!'
Unfortunately, there was plenty of flashing, and a Pontiac
Sunfire was tipped over when the Red Sox won several weeks
ago. That night did not do much to improve the bad image college
kids already tend to have.
"I really feel like sports draw so much support and interest
because it's an escape from reality," McCrea went on to say. "It
gives you a chance to root for something that doesn't affect you,
your friends or family directly."
I will admit, I have stood in line several times to get into a
Black Bears hockey game — once for about five hours in a tor-
rential downpour with hurricane-force winds. It might have been
worth it in the name of school spitit, but that is about as devoted
to sports as you will ever see me.
So, in the end, does it come down to peer pressure and the said
"mob mentality," or are some people truly on the brink of insani-
ty?
It is understandable to have a hobby, enjoy it and be excited
about it. Wanting to tune into a game when you have the chance
is normal. But then there are the people who own every single
piece of their favorite team's merchandise, wear their team's cloth-
ing and paint their faces for every game, throw away hundreds of
dollars to get a pair of tickets and refuse to acknowledge the exis-
tence of their family during the season. They risk slipping into
clinical depression if their team loses and no one else can get a
word in edgewise during the playoffs. These fans seem like they
have gone a little off the deep end. Is there a cure for the madness?
There will probably never be an answer to this question, so we
will have to keep living our separate lives as normal people and
rabid sports fans. Oh, and congratulations that your team won —
but could you please keep it down? The rest of us have lives and
are trying to sleep. Thanks.
Emily Southwick is a third-year journalism major and is
scared that she'll be eaten by a Black Bear.
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Student Government
rules are stifling
attempts at reform
Joseph Audette
It is understandable that some
Student Government (SG) members
think it's a good thing having no
outsiders running for office. Once
you have fonned ties to others M a
political circle, one can begin to feel
safe in that position as long as the
status quo is maintained. This holds
for the president, senators, even an
advertisement lackey. The idea of a
"paradigm shift" in SG could poten-
tially disrupt the status quo to the
point where some politicians could
see their positions placed in jeop-
ardy as a popular outsider running
on a campaign of reform takes the
helm of SG.
SG and the Fair
Elections Practices
Commission
(FEPC) have estab-
lished a nice litde
safety zone for
themselves. Not
only do they have a
deadline for write-
ins — which, by
many definitions,
is undemocratic at
best. — but they
have also discouraged the student
voter from making a choice other
than the candidates who have been
endorsed either by the administra-
tion or by the FEPC and SG itself.
By establishing a.. system that
effectively infringes on voter rights,
SG and the FEPC have made it pos-
sible for its members to play the
"musical chairs" game so popularly
noted in the student forum. Them is
little point in bringing the spitting
match currently raking place in the
forums to The Maine Campus, as
the outcome has already been large-
ly decided them. We will see a gov-
ernment claiming refonn only
befanse a few chose to stand up and
cry foul. After the election is over
and the forum has simmered down a
bit, things will return to normal for
SG. No change. Meanwhile, the stu-
dent body will continue its distrust
and contempt for SG until next year,
The student body
sbould make a statement.
The FEPC will not allow
students to vote for a
write-in at this point. Vote
for one anyway.
when this whole process repeats
itself.
The student body should make a
statement The FEPC will not allow
students to vote for a write-in at this
point Vote for one anyway. When
they hand you a ballot and the pen-
cil with which they expect you to
simply mark "x" next to their candi-
date, write your own name or some-
one you think can make a difference
across it and hand it to them. Let
them throw it out. Let them say "you
can't do that." The vote may be
wasted, but since the vote really
doesn't matter, at least you'll be able
to say you voted for your own
choice.
Every year
there are com-
ments made about
dissolving the SG
and even joking
comments of
revolt Add to that
the Photoshop
remakes of Derek
Mitchell's posters
promoting Bill
Pomerleau's can-
didacy this year. This was nonsense
before and it still is.
If you want to change the stu-
dent representation vote for some-
one you want, or render SO ineffec-
tive. SG uses funds from the student
activity fee to operate and fund leg-
islations. Go to Wingate and
demand it be refunded. If you get
the money, give it to a club on cam-
pus, a specific college or just spend
it in away that you think would
benefit the student body. If not, at
least SG will know that something
is being done.
Simply ignoring the system is
not an option. If anything positive
can be taken from this whole mess,
it's that you don't have to be part of
the system to change it
Joseph Audette is a second-year
secondary education major with a
concentration in US. history.
Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• Snow storm
• Chocolate coffee beans
• Oronoka
• Socrates
• 1945
• No storm
• Yes's
• Milk
• Responsibility
• 1946
Return of Don Imus
represents coup for the
freedom to tune out
Megan Neff
•
Today, Don Imus will be returning to the air for the
first time since April 12. Instead of being heard on
WNBC, Imus has new tenitory, and will now be broad-
cast via WABC. Imus had a strong constituency of sup-
porters and most of them will probably be listening eager-
ly to his return. Others will not. There are people who dis-
like his style of humor, or do not agree with things he has
said in the past. Those people will keep their radio dials
to a different station, and no one will be the worse for it.
The disgrace of Don Imus was a media circus back in
April, drawing responses from everyone from Bill Maher
to Hillary Clinton. During an exchange in which Imus
and his executive producer were mocking "street slang"
and discussing the Rutgers women's basketball team's
loss to Tennessee, the phrase "nappy-headed hos" fell out.
The phrase was taken from its context and plastered all
across America for the weeks to come.
What followed was a parade of apologies and finger-
pointing; the former from Imus, and the latter from pub-
lic figures such as Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton. Don
Imus was evil, they said, the scum of the earth who did-
n't deserve to be heard. It was irrelevant that Don Imus
owned and managed a ranch for children with cancer, or
that half of the children who visited that ranch were racial
minorities. No, he said a bad thing and must be silenced
forever, they said.
Imus apologized to those he had hurt with his com-
ments: the Rutgers women's basketball team. For some
reason this did not stop Sharpton and Jackson in their
vendettas. They yelled and screamed and stamped their
feet until they got their way, which was long after the
Rutgers girls had decided to go on with their lives.
That is the real crime here. Don Imus made a mistake;
he caused some hurt. However, he then did what is
expected of any person who makes a mistake: he apolo-
gized, he took the necessary steps to heal the wounds and
his apologies were accepted. That should have been the
end of it. What the public and what people like Sharpton
and Jackson did was to claw at those wounds that Imus
had caused and rip them open for the world to see, never
resting until their own personal agenda was completed.
You see, if not for the childish tantrums of people like
Sharpton and Jackson, the issue would not have been
nearly what it was. People who did not like Imus or did
not like what he said could have simply turned off their
radios, or walked out of the mom when his show was on.
Instead, it became a national issue that a person could not
walk past a television, radio, newspaper or magazine
without being bombarded by it
If Jackson, Sharpton or any of the others had actually
cared about the feelings of the Rutgers basketball team,
then they would have left the issue alone and not subject-
ed those women to such a public fiasco. Instead, they
used the incident and the Rutgers women to place them-
selves in front of the television cameras once again. If any
of the people who relentlessly attacked "linus in the
Morning" had really been offended by what they WI=
healing then they would have stopped listening a long
time ago.
You may be listening to the return of Don Imus. On
the other hand, you may not You all have that choice. In
fact, I encourage you not to listen. Turn off your radios
and televisions and close your magazines. Not because I
agree or disagree with what Imus has said. I encourage
you to turn Imus off today because it seems that we, as
people, need to exercise the right not to listen in order to
remember that we have that right in the first place.
Megan Neff is a second-yew-journalism and English
double major.
University should not
succumb to RIAA's
strong-arm tactics
Kyle Kernan
Four months ago, I received an e-mail on FustClass
from a lawyer who represented the Recording Industry
Association of America. (RIAA). The letter implicated
my IP address here at the University of Maine in copy-
right infringement and said that the user of this address
had to pay a $3,000 settlement or await the RIAA to bring
the case to federal court, where he or she would be asked
to settle for an amount of $250,000.
They did not know my name; they just had an IP
address. The first e-mail I received was not even a direct
subpoena, but a threatening letter that was directed
through the IT Department and then to me. The letter
from the RIAA came as an attachment on the e-mail from
an IT representative who wrote me a message riddled
with ambiguity.
The rr member, representing the University of Maine,
pro:tented me with no dear explanation as to the validity
of this letter; they simply wrote to me, "view this message
with extreme acknowledgment and consideration." The
IT Department, I thought, found this e-mail to be a scam,
and my family and friends thought the same as well. III
was being sued due to downloading music, wouldn't I be
given a hard copy through the mail about it, and
addressed to my name? Wouldn't I even be given a warn-
ing?
A few weeks ago I received another letter notifying
me that the university had to give the RIAA my name and
information and the settlement had now reached $4,000.
These are just a few examples of the RLAA's frivolous
steps of coercion.
Dean of Students Robert Dana had notified me that
the RIAA could sue the university if they did not release
the names. However, based upon my research, the RIAA
has never sued a university.
The RIAA is also monopolizing their efforts by
obtaining the most amount of money possible by pooling
these John Does together in one subpoena This is illegal
based upon the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 20.
The University of Maine should account for this rule and
throw out the RIAA's subpoena on students until they
come after their IF addresses individually.
I was accused of having two IF addresses. I'm aware
now that one of these addresses could have been from a
wireless router. This means that I will be responsible for
whatever songs these individuals download through the
wireless connection I am linked to.
I am an avid music fan. I've spent probably $500 on
CDs, and have purchased many albums based upon
artists' songs I downloaded on LimeWire. This is even
more upsetting because many bands elect to put their
music on YouTube or MySpace for people to listen to for
free. How is LimeWire any different?
There are many ways to make an example out of
someone, but what the RIAA is doing is unjust. College
students' futures could be in jeopkudy from this. Some are
forced to file bankruptcy — all because they decided to
download Kanye's slammin' new jam. Shame on you. If
the music is distributed by a downloader, charges could
go up to the million-dollar range in damages.
In the book "A Civil Action," a true-life story, families
sued W.R Grace for causing their child= to die from
leukemia and other illnesses because the company had
knowingly polluted the town's water supply by dumping
toxic chemicals in local ponds and sewers. Each family
was given less than $500,000 dollars for the settlement,
after small-fmn lawyer Jan Schlichtimum had lost every-
thing. How do the deaths of children compare with down-
loading music illegally in a civil court room?
There is something undeniably wrong with our justice
system. Companies like the RIAA are affluent enough to
hire the most expensive lawyers, which gives them
enough freedom to brush past our due process rights. I
cannot stand for the RIAA breaking our rights and calling
for outrageous sums of money from college students, and
universities should not either.
Kyle Kernan is a second-year English major.
broke the law last year than didn't in
regards to underage drinking. This should
tell us that it is an area that needs more
investigation, scrutiny and possible
reform. People ought to be asking whether
underage education is working and what it
is really trying to accomplish. Perhaps we
should just lower the drinking age, seeing
as no one respects the current laws in place
and focus more on teaching moderation
instead of abstinence. Before taking action
against drinking cultures, it should be
known that deaths due to alcohol in the
college student population are almost
equivalent to the suicide rate in the same
age range.
MUSIC
Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 29
The Bear's Den
Brass Night
Featuring UMaine Musicians
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Dec. 4
Minsky Recital Hall
Free w/ MaineCard
Guitar Recital
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 5
Minsky Recital Hall
Free w/ MaineCard
Symphonic Band Concert
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 6
Hauck Auditorium
A Legacy of Collecting: the
Vincent A. Hartgen Years
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University of Maine Museum
of Art
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
Free w/ MaineCard, $3 vv/out
Page Farm and Home
Museum Holiday Party
Caroling, crafts and Santa visit
6 to 8 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 7
Page Farm and Home
Museum
ENtERTAINMEN
Planetarium Shows:
Black Holes
7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 30
Wingate Hall
Black Holes
7 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 1
Wingate Hall
Mars Invasion
2 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 2
Wingate Hall
If you would like your
event posted in The Maine
Campus Style calendar,
send time, day, date, place
and fee information to Brett
Sowerby on FirstClass
Style Culture
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looking for safe
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liquor of choice — or
availability. One
underage student, a 19-
year-old sophomore
business major that wished
to remain unidentified for
the obvious possibility of
legal repercussions, stated
why she drinks alcohol: "It's fun."
Fun indeed, and when asked if
recent death of a UMaine stu-
dent would change hei law-
breaking habits, the student
simply shrugged her shoul-
ders and said, "Not
really." That said,
while this stu-
dent explained
that ste drinks
on a regular
basis — almost
every weekend
— she has never
blacked out,
defined by Urban
dictionary as being
so drunk a person wakes up the next morn-
ing with temporary amnesia of the night's
activities. She also didn't feel she drinks
to excess, especially not enough to warrant
a change in habits. "I have friends that
drink a lot more than me," she added.
Sean Hurley, a first-year student,
explained why he abstains from drinking.
"It just seems like [students] always get in
trouble when they're drunk." He added
that even though he's at UMaine for an
education, he still has fun, without alco-
hol.
Doing a quick search on Facebook,
"drinking" yielded more results for profile
hits in the Maine network than was worth
keeping track of. Most of these results
were from students' "Interests,"
"Aativities" and "About Me" sections
from their profiles. A search for the word
"drunk" yielded similar results. College
students enjoy alcohol so much they some-
times list it in all three categories — and
occasionally include an action shot of a
night's drinking as their profile photo.
That hardly yells "moderation."
Drinking seems to be the only activity
in which the only goal is to do more of it.
To steal a quote from "Family Guy," "Who
the
II
wants to play 'drink the beer'?" "Right
here." ,Peter drinks the beer. "What do I
win?" "Another beer!" In fact, students all
over campus engage in "drinking games,"
in which the exact purpose is to get drunk.
It seems unclear in these games whether
the winner or loser is the one who drinks
more. Why do students drink on such a
regulac basis, and with the sole intention
of becpming more intoxicated'?
The' question of "Why do you drink?"
was met with a variety of blank stares. In
fact, Most of the students under 21
responded with "I don't know." Seventy
percent of students partake and yet few
can give a
rational rea-
son why
they con-
sume alco-
hol. There
must be
some ration-
ale behind
this activity,
and yet, when
given a straight
question, many
feel unsure in their
reasons.
Speaking
of-age student, 21-
year-old junior
nursing major Lindsey ;
Coyne explained why she
drinks. "It ,giiyes me an
excuse to act like an
idiot," Coyne
s a i d.•
Although
many of
the other
studepts
were
asked
this
same
question probably had similar
feelings on the subject, they
were unable to give the answer.
Why would students want to
act like idiots? We go to class five
days a week to avoid that. Why is
there a desire to "let loose" and
enjoy the freedom that drinking
imparts? Perhaps the stress that
college students are under drives
them to drink. Perhaps it is
because college students are
expected to be social creatures
and to ease the transition from
work to playtime, they drink. The
sophomore business major
revealed she fon* it easier to
socialize with othErs when there
was alcohol involied. "It makes
everyone more entertaining," she
said.
Coyne echoed this statement
almost verbatim. "It makes situa-
tions more fun than they would
normally be."
Is this issue an epidemic that
needs immediate irradiation'?,
Probably not, but it is interesting
to note that more young adults ‘i
the
"IRV
By Brett Sowerby
UMaine Jazz ensemble
holds a fall concert
By Kegan Zema
Last Thursday, the UMaine Jazz
Ensemble, under the direction of Jack
Burt, held their annual fall concert in
Hauck Auditorium. The band took the
stage as the crowd piled in, kicking out
the jams. Their full ensemble sound
immediately captivated the audience
and commanded the attention of the
nearly full house.
After their opening number "Big
Dipper" by Thad Jones, the band
played "23 North by 82 West." This
Latin tune began with a trombone fea-
ture and gradually slid into a mixed
meter mash-up between the different
parts of the band. This challenging and
amazingly catchy tune established
early the kind of talent the band pos-
sessed.
Later, the band
played "Bach 2 Part
Invention in D Minor."
The melody of this
piece was taken note-for-note from a
Bach learning exercise and then spiced
up with some jazz flavor.
Pianist Angel Crowley first played
the original piece, and then the band
did their adaptation. The result was an
amazing example of what adding a lit-
tle swing and jazz chords can do to a
song.
Soloist Ashley Drew stood out
playing thetrattSformed melody on
jazz flute, but the overall effect was
achieved using the whole band.
Following in suit, the band played a
jazz adaptation of the theme from
"Beauty aiditel3east"
to be eclectic. "Sophisticated Lady"
from jazz great Duke Ellington was
transposed, by David Berger from an
older conceittet,Plington's and fea-
tured baritone skdplionist heather
Gallant belting out some great lines.
The band closed their set with the
Count Basie tune "Shiny Stockings,"
proclaimed by director Jack Burt to be
"just the kind of music one would hear
if they really were walking down the
street with some shiny stockings."
After a brief intermission, the
ensemble got right down to business.
Every song featured a whole new
mood,eEach transition was seamless
and all songs, no matter the energy,
were played with intensity. The ballad
"My Foolish Heart" by Victor Young
was ethereal, showcasing slow jazz at
its finest, a complete 180 degrees from
"Time Out," the blazing swing tune by
Don Menza, which featured soloist
Alex Cardamone on trumpet.
The concert ended with two classic
tunes, a jazz standard and a Christmas
carol to kick off the holiday season.
The band played an
interesting version of
the standard by Billy
Strayhorn played in
3/4 as opposed to the
traditional time of 4/4. This unique
adaptation arranged by Bill Holman
was a great spin on a classic. Lastly,
the jazzy cover of "God Rest Ye
Merry, Gentlemen" arranged by
Gordon Goodwin was a great finish to
an enjoyable show. While the melody
never strayed too far from the original,
except the addition of some jazz style,
the tune was still very well done.
UMaine has many talented musi-
cians and it was positive to see how
many people came to support the arts.
Don't worry if you missed this one,
though, The School of Performing Arts
is holding many other events as the
semester draws to a close, including
the Guitar Ensemble as well as
Symphonic Band Concerts.
For more information on upcoming
School of Performing Arts events call
581-1755 or visit their website at
loommtmtikttexkitoiva
REVIEW
Weaving punk rock
into prose reading
By Adam Davis
Professor David Kress pro-
claimed, upon introduction,
that this was the ultimate read-
ing of the fall New Writing
Series; he continued to talk
about the heroics of being
active in art and quoting the
Clash, "He who f-- -s nun will
later join the church." He
stressed the innovative impor-
tance of Edward Desautels'
work, stating that the impor-
tance is not "underground writ-
ing, but writing underground."
Although the reading may
not have been the ultimate
reading, it was the reading
where physical space was most
thoroughly transformed.
Edward Desautels explained
that he believes that "readings"
are not a satisfactory venue for
the novel, and there is some-
thing that happens between the
eyeball and the skull that is
unique to the physical act of
reading prose. Nevertheless,
Desautels continued to ramble
with originality and pith
through a remarkably innova-
tive set.
Once Kress finished his
thoroughly robust introduction,
the lights dimmed, the screen
behind him started up, and
Desautels began. Speaking in
the third person to explain the
transition between pieces,
Desautels wove a seamless fab-
ric between pre-existing fic-
tional works and the actions of
the reading. He sat at a simple
desk with a silver lamp; he
began with a. selection from
"Gene Krupa's Never Before
Published Science Fiction
Story," while pictures of the
jazz drummer slide showed
through, along with a drum-
filled background song. If Tom
Waits and William S.
Burroughs procreated a young,
lucidly-narrated man, then
Desautels would be him.
Crack whores, abandon fac-
tories, Joe Strummer, and
Parisian Dadaists dominated the
scenes of Deasautels' works,
speaking with surprisingly con-
vincing authenticity amidst
what was a constantly running
inner monologue. The effect of
the prose was immediate and
See PUNK on page 12
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Saxophone player, Ashley Drew played in last Thursday's UMaine Jazz Ensemble show-
case
to start your own business with the help of the
Student Innovation (enter
Applications Due II December 21 44 44
for more information and workshop schedule visit
veumaint.edulionvatios 
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Dance party bridges
cultures with music
By Andy Wright
having never been to a
dance party overseas, one can
only imagine what it would be
like. Oronoka took hundreds of
local residents to such an occa-
sion with the convenience of
driving five minutes off-cam-
pus and paying five dollars to
get in. WMEB, the University
of Maine run radio station and
the International Student
Association (ISA), teamed up
to put on this twice a semester
craze.
Oronoka has presented two
opportunities per semester, for
roughly the past three years, to
party with locals and interna-
tional exchange students alike.
Located above the Bear
Brew Pub — next
to Pat's Pizza for
those of you
under 21 — in
Soma 36, one would assume
that there would be tons of
people. They would be right,
but not until about an hour and
a half into the program. Even
on a Friday at 9 p.m., no more
than 12 people were in the
entire bar/dance club, includ-
ing the security guards and the
bearded bartenders.
The bartenders weren't the
only ones with remarkable hair
Friday night. The disk jockeys
were sporting dreadlocks and a
few giant beards fit for Gimli
son of Gloin. There were five
DJs over the span of the night,
starting at 9 p.m. and ending at
2 a.m. Around the time that the
third DJ stepped into the booth
and took out his records the
dance floor was a sea of inter-
national dancing fiends.
No one could stop the fever-
ishly dancing crowd, even if
the fire alarms went off.
Everyone was so happy to be
there. It was a taste of home for
many of the international stu-
dents and a taste of culture for
the American students at the
club. Each DJ had his or her
own style, ranging from techno
to '90s Flip-Hop to Eastern
European.
Flowever, Oronoka isn't all
about the music. It supported
charities and culture. The char-
ity it happened to be support-
ing, this time was Ofelia's.
With two student organizations
working together to help sup-
port a single charity, who
wouldn't want to pay the five
dollar entry fee?
As the night
went on, people
shuffled in and
out, but there
was never a dull
moment with that crowd.
Everyone was happy just to be
dancing with some old
favorites and some new "off
the beaten path" material. By
the end of the night, there was-
n't a single face in the room
without a smile to go with it.
The family feeling that one
got from dancing with groups
of friendly strangers like those
in attendance at Oronoka, all
out to have a good time, was
incredible. That was all thanks
to the student groups of
WMEB and ISA. Everyone was
a friend by the end of the night,
and not a single quarrel broke
out, as happens at similar night
club events to ruin the night. It
seemed like the way to party.
REVIEW
THE MAINE CAMPUS
wishes to remind you that
excessive drinking causes brain damage.
Drink responsibly.
Samantha Sansom + The Maine Campus
Zach Hunt won UMaine's Last Comic Standing competition last friday night in the Memorial Union.
Tyler, from the comic strip
"Boxer Romps," respectfully
requests that you get your
pets spayed or neutered
It doesn't make me any less of a man.
THE ONLY WAY
TO GET ON THE
APTEAM IS TO
DRINK YOUR
MILK, FOO'!
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Waiting for Another War?
From the Nov. 15, 1945 issue of
The Maine Campus
Have you liked what the world has
gone through the past ten years? Is
your conscious clear about Ethiopia,
and Munich? Do you want to have
another war?
Most Americans say "No!"
But today's headlines tell us that
we are building only a patchwork
peace — a temporary cessation of
hostilities. Europe is not really at
peace. Starvation and disease are ram-
pant.
What does such a picture mean to
those who have suffered and sacri-
ficed so much, these last ten years?
The war has come close to many of us
on campus; what does it mean to us?
If we do not want the whole of
Europe to become what Nazi
Germany became after the last war,
we must follow through to clean and
constructive ends. Famines and
plagues will lead to absolutist govern-
ments. Warped leaders will kindle the
tire of war by preaching a hatred of
America. The pattern for European
action following this war might well
be the same as that of Germany after
World War I.
We really did not throw our weight
around against aggression, both mili-
tary and economic, after the last war.
We sat back while Hitler invaded
France, Norway, Russia, Africa ... We
let him call us decadent.
It is certain that peace will be lost
if disease and starvation sweep
Europe. If we are apathetic, if we con-
tinue concentrating on the end of our
noses and no further, we will establish
a whole generation of Europeans who
will hate us and who will want to
destroy us. Europe must be cleaned
up. Europe must be nourished both
physically and mentally.
If we are not active now, all Europe
will become the breeding-ground of
another war, just as Germany was the
breeding-ground of this last one.
However, there are many ways col-
lege students and faculty can bring
about action. Our chance is now, not
tomorrow. After the last war, we were
not interested in taking our chance.
Too much of history piled up at our
heels. The world went to war.
Now is the time to start. Every
minute that this confusion and world
frustration continues, the odds for
peace grows worse. We, the students
around the world, are the ones to ini-
tiate more action.
We are not alone, here at Maine.
All over the world, reasonable people
are grasping for a rational program of
peace. And many of these reasonable
people are in academic institutions,
teaching and learning, fighting for
peace.
If we are fully active now, there is
still chance to earn a stable, sane
peace for ourselves, our children, and
Europe's children.
For the sake of long-range peace,
let's think this problem over.
www.mainecampus.com
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Punk from page 11
strong, steadily holding the audience's
attention. The narrations were accented
by Desautels in a manner which made
fluid the often jarring juxtapositions
concerning diction. Above all, the works
read that evening were understandable;
they functioned as a sort of flawless mix
tape of the Desautels oeuvre.
During the question and answer por-
tion of the evening, Desautels spoke
about his belief that there is no real
shock anymore, there are the superficial
reflexes of what is supposed to be a
shocked reaction but there is no pure
surmise. He also spoke about the con-
fines of the fiction world, with its capi-
talist mentality for churning out crap,
stressing the necessity for a voice out-
side of that world. He was fluent and
articulate, while most of the audience
sat slightly stunned still listening, tak-
ing it all in. Desautel sentences are like
rowing a boat, you get somewhere.
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Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Today is a favorable time for major
changes in all respects. You may
rely on your friends and your loved
one's support. You will behave like a
true diplomat, and your excellent
communication skills will help you
succeed in society.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Before noon you will decide to leave
on an important trip. You may face -
some difficulties, but you will eventu-
ally overcome them. In the evening
you will enjoy the appreciation of
your whole family.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You are in a very good mood and
will make sound decisions in finan-
cial matters. You can successfully
deal with business activities and
complete actions initiated a while
ago.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Your communication skills will be
beneficial to all your relationships.
Its almost certain that you will be
leaving soon on a trip.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
In the morning you may make a
decision that will change your whole
schedule for today. You could meet
with friends and start making prepa-
rations for a party.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You will be very enthusiastic and
willing to make many changes. This
is the right time to devise plans for
the future.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Today you will manage to improve
your financial situation. You may
receive money for professional and
business achievements.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
You seem to be self-confident and
show a spirit of adventure. Avoid
taking too many risks! Today is a
favorable time for you to make trips,
for such trips may bring you special
financial satisfactions.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
This morning you may receive a
present from your loved one. Your
communication skills will be great
today and you will be a good team
player.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
You will feel full of energy and your
mind will be clear. Its time to start
new activities and make future
plans, especially regarding your
home.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
This is a favorable time for you to
start the new business that you
have been planning lately. You are
able to make sound decisions.
Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
Before noon you may decide to
change your schedule for today. You
will be making preparations for a
party together with some of your
friends. If you have to make major
decisions, you can rely on intuition.
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Boxer Rom's By Alicia Mullins
It's post-Thanksgiving again,
Rylee. That means it is now
officially the time
of year where
people flock
to the malls
and throw
their money
into the
corporate
machine.
Consumerism,
you know?
I'm like, so
over it. Our
society needs
to seriously
check itself,
okay? Cause
we're all way
materialistic
or whatever.
Does that mean you want
me to return your Christmas
present?
Not if you got me
the new Guitar Hero.
Missed an episode of Boxer Romps? Visit boxerromps.blogspot.com
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ACROSS
1. Cargo vehicle
6. A seductive woman
10. Collections
14. Actress Esther _
15. Roman god of love
16. Aquatic salamander
17. To make use of a help or benefit
18. Small shed or coop
19. District
20. King of Sparta and husband of Helen
(Greek mythology)
22. More nimble or agile
24. Roman emperor
25. Fired from guns
26. Baked dough used in pies
29. Russian parliament
30. Found in skin lotion
31. Shield = Rocky geologic
feature of north-central Canada
37. French for "Room"
39. National Bureau of Standards
40. Pertaining to Serbia or Serbians
41. Incidental or contrasting information
44. African river
45. Be defeated
46. Ad-hoc law enforcement groups
48. Chemical
52. Light or faint
53. Followed Project Mercury in the
American space program
54. A liquid for soaking meat before cooking
58. Athletic competition
59. " ._ suit"
61. Annoyed or irritated
62. Not odd
63. Female sheep
64. Danish for the common dab fish
65. Drives a golf ball
66. Refute
67. Sample analysis
STUDENT+ LEGAL + SERVICES
1.57 MLIVIORIAL UNION 581-17Sq
I WAS ARRESTED AND
NOT "READ MY RIGHT
You can he arrested and not
Fights,
and the p
crime without ha
rights, anything you say ca
direct evidence against
exception would be if yo
he-- police and before the police ha
portunity to give the Miranda w
rt out a confession.
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,
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HOW TO PLAY
• Each row (horizontal
line) must have numbers
1-9 in any order but each
digit can only appear
once.
• Each column (vertical
line) must have numbers
1-9 in any order but each
digit can only appear
once:
• Each 3x3 box must
have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can
only appear once.
There is only one correct
answer!
DOWN
1. Trolley
2. Wander
3. Bator, Mongolia
4. Regular customers
5. Deaf/blind activist Helen ...,.. _
6. Italian for "Stupid" or "Inane"
7. A Hebrew prophet
8. French for "Word"
9. Take for granted
10. Growl
11. Strange or weird
12. Bird sound
13. Suns
21. An arena derivative (chemistry)
23. Arrangements
25. Filled to the breaking point
26. Overtake
27. Jai sport
28. Transferred for money
29. A star also known as Alpha Ursae Majoris
32. A feeling of anxiety
33. Anxiety
34. Colored part of an eye
35. Possessing the necessary skills
36. Negatives
38. Actresses Barkin, Burstyn or Corby
42. Converted into electrically charged particles
43. Mast or jib
47. Singer _ Newton-John
48. Heron
49. Depart
50. Master of Ceremony
51. Manners or airs
52. Singer _ Cline
54. Danish island
55. Line around which a body rotates
56. A Persian goddess
57. Tense or nervous
60. Is indebted
A144-6eGirl
I have a part-time job and a full schedule of classes. Still, it
seems like I am always bored, and its getting to the point where I
think! might be getting seriously depressed. I want to finish college,
but as a first-year I have a lOng road ahead of me. flow do I get
through this?
Have you talked with your doctor or a counselor? Since you are
keeping yourself so busy, it's strange that you would feel so bored
and depressed. Keep working hard in your classes and job and
spend your free time with friends, join a club or take up a new
hobby. By spending your time doing things you enjoy, not just
doing the things you need to do to get through school, you will be
a lot happier. If you are serious about getting through school as
fast as possible, have a chat with your advisor about it. Maybe
you could take some May/summer term classes or test out of
some courses to move yourself along.
I will admit that I am overweight. I have been working hard
to shed a few pounds by exercising and eating healthy It has been
working well! The problem is, my friends are always making fun of
me. They constantly make jokes about my weight. I don't think the
comments are intended to be mean, but it really hurts my feelings,
especially when I an: working so hard to get down to a smaller size.
Should I tell them to cut it out or just suck it up?
If it really hurts your feelings, let your friends know. They are
probably just trying to be funny, but it's not funny if you aren't
happy with it. Be calm about it, but casually mention to your
pals how hard you are working and let them know you don't
appreciate getting made fun of. Keep up the good work and soon
they will be eating their words. Congratulations on your progress
so far!
My girlfriend is sweet, smart and funny. We've been dating
for about two years and have a lot offun together. It seems like late-
ly though, she doesn Y care about her appearance. She never shaves
her legs and won Y wear makeup. I have a reputation, to maintain, but
she doesn Y seem to understand that her looks play a part in this.
How do I tell her to clean up?
Clearly, your girlfriend is comfortable around you and doesn't
have a problem with truly being herself. It's a little different that
she chooses not to shave her legs, but that's her choice. Shaving
your legs can be a hassle. If she just doesn't do it because she is
too lazy or feels she doesn't need to, I am sure she probably
wouldn't mind shaving if you asked her to. A lot of girls don't
wear makeup either. You should be glad that your girl feels com-
fortable around you rather than spend your time worrying about
your reputation. It sounds like you are worried about her
appearance as a trophy girlfriend so that you can show her off.. .1
hope there's more to your
Got a predicament? Need some help?
advice_gurl@post.com.
Questions may be anonymous.Daily SuDoku: Sat 1-Dec-2007 easy
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ReIs eMaineCampus
UMaine guard Mark Socoby tries to swipe the bail out of the air away
from New Jersey Tech.
Rebekah Rhodes + The Maine Campus
UMaine scrambles to gain control of a rogue puck in front of the goal.
Rebekah Rhodes + The Maine Campus
UMaine men's basketball works hard to keep New Jersey Tech away from the basket.
This week in
VidUltige STOILTS
Now Hirina 
Sports Editor
Sports Writers
for Spring '08
- Non-work study
- Great experience
-No lines for hockey games
- Dec. 10 application deadline
Basketball
from page 18
chipped in 12 points, along with
11 rebounds for a double-double.
The Tribe out-rebounded the
Black Bears 37-30, including 20
offensive rebounds. UMaine did,
however, have an 11-10 advan-
tage in second-chance points.
Things started well for
UMaine, as they raced out to a 6-
0 lead in the first three minutes,
but then W&M responded by
scoring nine straight points. With
the teams continuing to score
back and forth for much of the
first half, the Black Bears led 23-
20 with 6:17 left in the half.
Maine went into the locker room
with a slim 32-31 edge.
The Black Bears came out of
halftime somewhat rejuvenated
and took the largest lead of the
game, 48-40, with 11:19 remain-
ing in the game, thanks to strong
plays by Boser and Tewsbury, as
well as a layup by Kristen Baker.
After that, W&M fought back by
scoring 10 straight points and
took the lead 50-48.
Possession and the lead
changed hands right up until the
final 30 seconds of the contest as
the Black Bears came back to tie
the game at 62 apiece. With less
than 30 seconds remaining,
Bensen went to the free-throw
line and took the lead for the
Tribe with 63-62 and never gave
it back.
The University of Maine
Black Bears return to action
Sunday, seeking their second win
of the season. UMaine will play
Fairfield at 2 p.m.
• .............................
.....................
......
Read the online edition at
http://www.mainecampus.com
E-mail resumes to eryk.salvaggio@umit.maine.edu
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Boike
from page 20
this season after Boike's team-
mate, friend and former room-
mate, Billy Ryan, called Coach
Whitehead to put in a good word.
Ryan, who played on the same
team as Boike last summer, told
Whitehead: "Coach, I might be
crazy, but I think Nolan can real-
ly help us out this year."
Whitehead took that advice to
heart and talked to Boike soon
after. After advising Boike not to
quit the baseball team because he
couldn't guarantee a spot on the
hockey squad, he invited Boike to
come try out again.
"I told Nolan that I was kind
of intrigued by this possibility
because we're kind of thin at for-
ward this year. We lost Teddy
Purcell and we lost a great senior
class, so our numbers talent level
are down from last year,"
Whitehead said.
The doors to the Alfond Arena
opened once again to Boike and,
after striking a deal with baseball
coach Steve Trimper in which he
would leave the team after fall
play ended and rejoin after the
hockey season concluded, he
jumped through the opening and
fell into one of the most presti-
gious assignments on campus —
UMaine hockey forward.
"I knew the odds were against
me, but I worked hard all summer
and fall to put myself in a posi-
tion to be able to make the team.
I always had dreams of playing
Hockey East hockey, especially
at Maine," Boike said. "Coming
in ttra-freshman and having it not
work out, I always wondered
'What if, what if?' To be able to
make a team like Maine, with
such tradition and history, really
is a dream come true."
Since his first game on the
Alfond ice, Boike has not disap-
pointed. "It's been remarkable
how quickly he's been able to
adjust at an elite level,"
Whitehead said of Boike's per-
formance to this point in the sea-
son. "The surprising thing is that
he executes a lot of the little
things that generally only come
with experience. He's been a
great team player; he keeps his
shifts short; he does all the little
things defensively to help our
team win games."
Boike's potential shined
through in early November when
he helped the Black Bears tie
Hockey East rival Boston
College. With his team down 1-0
in the second period, Boike cor-
ralled the puck along the boards
and, with defenders bearing down
on him, slid a perfect pass to his
partner in crime, former room-
mate, friend and "in" to the hock-
ey squad, Ryan. Ryan broke
down the ice and put the puck
"I saw myself on the lineup
that weekend and all I
could think was 'Wow, so
this is it, this is what I've
been waiting for my whole
life.'"
Nolan Boike
Senior Forward
UMaine Ice Hockey
through the pads of the BC goalie
for the equalizer, giving Boike
his first point of the season on the
assist.
"The one thing that hasn't
come out yet in the games is that
he's got a great scoring touch, so
I think the best bonus of all hasn't
even come out yet," Wintehead
said. "He's been scoring in prac-
tices, and I have the utmost faith
that game scores will come."
Boike credits his history on
the pitching stripe with helping
him to keep his composure dur-
ing the intensity that follows
UMaine hockey.
"As a pitcher you're oui there
on the mound all by yourself and
when things go well, things are
great, but when things are going
bad it seems like you're all
alone," Boike said. "You just
need to keep yourself composed
and collected and battle through
it." That composure helped him
keep calm in his first shifts as a
UMaine hockey player.
One might think that Boike's
sudden appearance on the hockey
squad after three years on the
baseball diamond could lead to
some teasing from his new team-
mates on the ice, but Boike said
that hasn't been a problem.
"All the hockey guys have
been really supportive of me join-
ing the team, and the last thing 1
want to do is walk into the locker
room and mess up any team
chemistry," he says. "They've
embraced me well, which I
appreciate, and I'm just trying to
earn respect in the locker room
and trying to let them know that
I'm here to help them win and be
a good teammate."
Despite being the new guy on
the team, Boike is far from being
new to the ice. He was a captain
for the Valley Junior Warriors
during the 2003-04 season. He
had an amazing career at
Arlington High School in
Massachusetts, where he scored
67 points on 35 goals with 32
assists during the 2002-03 sea-
son, 55 points on 30 goals with
25 assists during the 2001-02
season and 40 points on 20 goals
with 20 assists during the 2000-
01 season. His high school team
went to the state tournament four
years in a row and won four
straight league titles. Boike was
named High School League MVP
in 2002 and 2003, offensive MVP
in New England in 2003 and All-
Scholastic in 2002 and 2003 by
the Boston Globe and Boston
Herald.
"He's just been a great addi-
tion for us and it's really a
remarkable story given the level
he's jumping, to after not playing
for several years," Whitehead
said. "He's genuinely enjoying
this and we're certainly enjoying
having him on our team."
Track
from page 20
"The addition of David
Cusano on the coaching staff is
making a. lot of people excited
about what we can do.
Especially in the sprints, which
have never been this teams
strong point," Therriault said.
The sprint team often offers
testimonials to Coach Cusano's
workouts in the form of ice packs
and sore muscles. As Chris
Harmon, a sophomore distance
standout joke, "It shows that
[Coach Cusano] is doing some-
thing right."
The new coach and his revi-
talized sprint team are not the
only ones attracting attention.
Harmon, Therriault and the rest
of the distance squad are attract-
ing some attention of their own.
"I think the team is looking
great. We have an impressive
distance squad, which we
showed in cross country. We're
just going to work together all
season; we're just going to
develop as the season goes on
and then by the conference meet,
we should be able to surprise
some people and show them
what we have," Harmon said.
For the distance squad, how-
ever, as Therriault pointed out,
both the men's and the women's
teams have graduated significant
talent and leadership from last
year and will be looking to fill
those shoes.
"The distance team this year
will be looking to find their own
niches. After [losing top run-
ners], people will need to step up
and fill those gaps in points. I
think the distance team is capa-
ble of scoring those points too.
This year's men's distance team
will be anchored by Dan Voner
and Miles Bartlett, and along
with a few other runners, the dis-
tance squad should do just fine
for itself this year." As the season
progresses, look for names from
both the men's and women's dis-
tance squads to emerge as those
of leaders.
The absence of senior leader-
ship, especially on the men's
side, offers both a hurdle and a
promising opportunity. The
young men's distance squad, the
majority of whom are sopho-
mores, will have ample opportu-
nity to prove themselves. On the
downside, for the team to be suc-
cessful, the younger athletes will
have to perform well.
"I know as younger guys, we
have a lot of lofty goals, but I
think it's what makes us good.
We'll certainly do our best, and I
think we'll pull through,"
Harmon said. "We're going to
look to the leadership of the
older guys on the team, and then
try to share their work ethic.
Certainly we're going to do the
best we can and put forth every-
thing we have, and leave nothing
behind after we get off the
track."
Overall, however, the teams
will be looking to prove that they
are indeed legitimate contenders
in the America East Conference,
both to observers and to them-
selves. As Harmon said, "I think
it's going to be a great season; I
think we have a lot to prove."
A young team with bountiful
potential for success and the
addition of a new young coach to
a staff of already experienced
and knowledgeable coaches, the
story of the University of
Maine's indoor track season will
be one that unfolds throughout
the winter. However, with a
fresh team and a fresh outlook,
the squad may just be able to pull
off a fairy-tale ending and
maybe, just maybe, get a little
more encouragement from the
hockey line.
Men's Basketball
11/27 UM
Providence
12/1 UM
NJ Tech
Record: 4-4
48
78
86
58
Women's Basketball
11/27 UM 62
William & Mary 63
12/2 UM 54
Fairfield 76
Record: 1-6
Men's Ice Hockey
12/1 UM
UNB
Exhibition Match
2
Women's Ice Hockey
12/1 UM 2
Providence 7
11/2 UM 0
Providence 4
Record: 1-8-1
Men's Swimming
12/1 UM (2nd) 492.5
URI (1st) 703
Providence (3rd) 445.5
Fairfield (4th) 310
Women's Swimming
12/1 UM (2nd) 676
URI (1st) 725
Providence (3rd) 355
Fairfield (4th) 308
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Eastern conference 'greening'? Club hockey seeks
By Adam Desanctis
After finishing a disastrous
2006-2007 season with an
abysmal 24-58 record, fans of the
Boston Celtics were left wonder-
ing if the team would ever be rel-
evant again. Things looked even
grimmer when the Celtics lost the
NBA Lottery and ended up choos-
ing fifth in the 2007 Draft despite
having the worst record in the
Eastern Conference. The sighting
of Larry Bird, Kevin McHale and
Robert Parish cutting down the
nets in way-too-short-shorts
seemed about as distant as the
Boston Tea Party.
On draft day, the Celtics traded
the rights to their fifth pick to the
Seattle Supersonics for all-star
guard Ray Allen. Many fans crit-
icized the trade, considering Allen
recently had anlde surgery and the
team still hadn't addressed their
need for a dominant force beneath
the rim. Ironically, powered by
team president and former Celtic
god Kevin McHale, the Minnesota
Timberwolves traded forward
Kevin Garnett to the Celtics as
part of a seven-player trade in
August.
The addition of Garnett and
Allen to Boston, along with star
Paul Pierce, has led to a NBA-best
14-2 start to the 2007-2008 sea-
son. The trio is each averaging 20
points per game and the presence
of Garnett on the defensive side
has wreaked havoc on opposing
guards driving to the basket.
Along with the emergence of sec-
ond-year point guard Rajon
Rondo, the Celtics have a formi-
dable top four that rivals the best
of any in the league.
Despite their fast start, any-
thing can happen in an 82-game
season, and lingering injuries have
plagued Pierce and Allen in the
past. However, if healthy, a NBA-
leading 17th championship drap-
ing from the rafters is a definite
possibility.
Here's a look at the Celtics' top
competitors in the Eastern
Conference:
Orlando Magic
The Magic stand at 14-4 and
handed the Celtics one of their
two losses so far this season. Led
by the "man-child" presence of
Dwight Howard (22.5 ppg, 14.4
rpg) and the smooth perimeter
shooting of forward Rashard
Lewis (19.8 ppg), the Magic have
a huge advantage on the boards to
go along with the speedy back-
court of Jameer Nelson and Hedo
Turkoglu. Look for the Magic to
continue to punish teams under
the rim and win games convinc-
ingly against the bottom-feeders
of the league.
Detroit Pistons
For the past five seasons, the
Pistons have been one of the top
teams in the Eastern Conference.
The trend will continue this sea-
son as they feature one of the best
backcourts in the league —
Chauncey Billups, Rip Hamilton
and Tayshaun Prince — and the
rebounding and scoring ability of
Rasheed Wallace. Wallace and
Prince are tops in the league in
three-point shooting — 42 percent
and 40 percent, respectively — and
are a menace on the defensive end
of the court.
Cleveland Cavaliers
Despite losing forward
Anderson Varejao in the offsea-
son, the Cavaliers lead the confer-
ence in offensive rebounds behind
forwards Zydrunas Ilgauskas and
Drew Gooden. Lebron "King"
James has been dominant this sea-
son (31.3 ppg, 8.3 rpg, 8.1 apg)
and is emerging as one of the top
stars in the NBA. Ile has four
triple-doubles this season and
three in consecutive games. James
and the Cavs look poised this sea-
son to seek revenge for their
embarrassing defeat in the NBA
Finals last season to the hands of
the San Antonio Spurs.
Miami Heat
The 2006 NBA champions did
little to improve their team in the
offseason and they aren't getting
any younger. However, Finals
MVP Dwyane Wade has looked
electric since his return from off-
season knee and shoulder surger-
ies and Shaquille O'Neal is still
hovering underneath the basket
despite losing a step and going
through an ugly divorce. These
two names themselves still invoke
fear in opposing teams and as long
as they remain healthy, look for
the Heat to rebound from their
dreadful 4-11 start to this season
and be a dangerous team come
playoff time.
Women's basketball drops to 1-
By Laila Sholtz-Ames
When the University of
Maine traveled to Kaplan Arena
at William and Mary College in
Virginia, they were looking to
rebound after a series of close
losses. Unfortunately, the Black
Bears returned home to UMaine
on the heels of a 63-62 loss, drop-
ping the team to 1-5 on the sea-
son, while the William and Mary
Tribe improves to 3-3.
In the previous Black Bear
loss, sophomore forward Brittany
Boser led the team with a career-
high scoring, but this time around
another sophomore, guard
Amanda Tewksbury, who, for the
first time all season, lead UMaine
in scoring with a career-high 15
points with 7-of-12 shooting
from the floor.
Boser added 14 points with
four rebounds, but it wasn't
enough to overcome the domi-
nance of the Tribe's rebounding
and scoring. Devin James of
W&M had 16 points but had a lot
of support from Tiffany Benson
and Kara Kaylor, who each
See BASKETBALL on page 16
Class of 1944
SUra #57\
December 81n will be the last game to get your 1944
Superfan Card punched. Cards can be combined and
turned into the marketing office behind the fieldhoul&a,
Get your cards punched at these events..
•
•
•
Double Punch Event!
Attend this event with your Super Fan
Card and recieve two punches!
•
Men's Basketball 
Maine Vs. New Jersey Tech
Saturday, December ls'
Alfond Arena - Noon
•
•
Maine Vs. New Brunswick (ex)
Saturday, December r
Alfond Arena - 7 p.m.
Maine Vs. Merrimack
Saturday, December Eith
Alfond Arena - 7 p.m.
ACHA recognition
By Nick Dyer
The University of Maine has
added another club to their ever-
growing list of sports. Last week,
the t Maine Club Ice Hockey Team
was added to the list of club sports
by the Student Senate. This will give
players who have been playing
hockey all their lives a chance to
compete competitively in the sport
throughout college.
"We stalled the club up because
there are so many kids on campus
that have played competitive ice
hockey their entire lives, and when
they get here,
there is nothing
but stick-and-
puck a couple
times a week at
the Alfond for
kids to keep
playing," said
R eid
McLaughlin,
who proposed
the idea for the
team along with
Brendon
Esquibel.
The team, which went before the
Student Senate and the Recreational
Department Committee for
approval, will not begin playing
competitively until next year when it
will finally be recognized to join
conference play.
"Next season we will join the
American Collegiate Hockey
Association. Actual games will be
played this winter against league and
non-league opponents willing to
play us," McI.aughlin said.
Before the team can be accepted
into the ACHA next year, it will have
a lot to accomplish in the remainder
of this year to get ready for the
upcoming season. The team, which
has not held practices yet, will spend
the second semester practicing at the
Alfond Arena and playing scrim-
mage games against other schools.
'We will start practicing after
Thanksgiving break and the only
money that players who do join the
team will have to pay is $5 every
time we practice," McLaughlin said.
Unlike the Club Roller Hockey
Team, which plays all their games
away, the Club Ice Hockey Team
hopes that when they be recognized
by the ACHA next season, they will
be able to play home games at the
Alfond Arena in front of passionate
UMaine fans.
"This season, we are not sure if
we will be able to afford to play
games at the Alfond, but we hope to
have at least one game this season
there," McLaughlin said. "When we
money from Student
Government for
our first season
in the ACHA
next season, we
will definitely
be pushing for
home games at
the Alfond, as
they should be."
The Roller
Hockey Team,
who is in the
middle of their
fourth season as
a recognized club, might take the
greatest hit by the approval of the
Club Ice Hockey Team.
"I have a feeling that it will have
a huge impact on the Roller Hockey
Team in a negative sense because of
the fact that almost everyone on the
Roller Hockey Team is an ice hock-
ey player first and foremost The
Roller Hockey Team will probably
lose a good number of players to the
ice hockey team," said Carey
Gustansld, president of Club Roller
Hockey.
For years, the only outlet for stu-
dents looking to play competitive
hockey was on the Roller Hockey
Team, but this will give students
who are used to the fast
-paced game
of ice hockey a chance to keep their
passion going.
"This will be a great opportunity
for players here on campus to play
competitive hockey in a league that
we think we should be very compet-
itive in," McLaughlin said.
do receive
"This will be a great
opportunity for players here
on campus to play
competitive hockey."
Reid McLaughlin
First-Year
THE MAINE CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS
Rooms for Rent
2 min. walk from UMO
$400.00 all utilities included
866-7888 grad students
'University Bartending
Classes Start Soon!
1-800-U- CAN-MIX
www.universitybartending.corn
SIGN UP NOW!!!
WANTED-To buy.
Used Laptop with Windows XP
And Microsoft Office
866-4786
Spring Break 08
The Ultimate Party
Lowest Prices
Reps Wanted
Free Travel & Cash
www. sunsp lashtours. c om
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break '08
The Ultimate Party
Lowest Prices
Free Meal/ Drinks
By Nov. 1
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
To submit your classified ad, please call us at 581-1271
or visit our office, 131 Memorial Union
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Senior defenseman Travis Ramsey guards UMaine's goal against the University of New Brunswick dur-
ing Saturday night's exhibition game.
Hockey falls in UNB exhibition
By Caleb Savage
So far this year, the University
of Maine Black Bears have yet to
find their rhythm. On Saturday
night the men's ice hockey team
continued to struggle and fell one
goal short of a tie, as they dropped
an exhibition game to the
University of New Brunswick.
UMaine knew right away it was
going to be a hard-fought battle, as
New Brunswick is 12-0 in the
Atlantic University Hockey
Conference. Both teams came fly-
ing out of the gates, but New
Brunswick would strike first.
Less than four minutes into the
game, the opposition took the lead
and would never look back. John
Scott Dickson made the score 1-0,
when at 16:22, he scored right out
of the face-off circle, beating
UMaine's backup goalie Dave
Wilson. Big Ben Bishop took the
exhibition game off.
Both teams came out a little flat
during the second period, as nei-
ther team could find the twine.
Wilson continued to play well
throughout the period. The third
UM
UNB
1
2
period was much different than the
second, as both teams came out
with intensity.
UMaine finally got on the
scoreboard, as they tied up the
game midway through the last
period. The Black Bears capital-
ized on a power-play opportunity
when Andrew Sweetland beat
goalie Derek Yeomans and tied the
game at one apiece.
With about 10 minutes left in
the game, Luke Gallant scored the
game-winning goal and sealed the
deal for New Brunswick. Dave
Wilson had his back against the
wall, as the opposition charged
him on a five on three and couldn't
make the stop.
Despite losing the game 2-1,
UMainc saw an excellent perform-
ance from their backup goalie
Dave Wilson as he stopped 26
shots on goal. New Brunswick
improves to 20-2-1, including reg-
ular season and exhibition games.
Next weekend, Merrimack comes
to Orono, and the fighting Black
Bears will try to stop a seven-game
winless streak. They haven't won a
game since Oct. 27.
Aquatics finish second of four
By Dana Bulba
The University of Maine men's
and women's swimming and diving
teams both placed second at the
Harold Anderson Invitational this
weekend at the University of Rhode
Island. The women's team finished
with 676 total points, while the men
finished with 492.5. URI's teams
both placed first, while Providence
College's teams both took third;
Fairfield University's teams both
placed last.
Courtney Healey took the spot-
light for the women at URI. On
Friday, Healey won both the 100
back (1:00.94) and the 200 back
(2:09.89).
"Courtney Healey had a great
meet, as she won both the 100 and
200 back, as well as getting [her]
season bests, if not lifetime bests, in
both races," Fenton said.
"It is very inspiring to see this —
to see the smile on [Healey's] face
and see her winning and bringing
points to the team," Adi Levy
added.
Caitlin Shelley took first-place
finishes in the 100 breast stroke
(1:09.39) and 200 breast (2:30.05).
Kerstin Fenton followed close
behind in the 200 breast, taking sec-
ond (2:30.27).
"We got off of a six-hour bus
ride on Friday and had to dive right
in, so our energy and performance
were a little low," Grobmyer said.
"We stepped it up on Saturday,
especially after seeing that the girls
were losing to URI."
UMaine's freestylers picked up
the pace on Saturday as Mimi
Chovanec won the 500 free
(5:10.66) and the 1000 free
(11:12.47), while Colleen Miller
won the 100 free (54.94) and the
200 free (1:57.41). Miller followed
these events by placing third in the
50 free (25.62).
"We were swimming against
Swimming
teams that were tapered, wearing
Fastslcins and on top of their game.
Despite this we still managed to
win some close races, swim best
times and enjoy ourselves," Miller
said.
KW O'Donnell swam for a sec-
ond place finish in the 200 IM
(4:41.35) and was closely followed
by Grobmyer who took third
(4:45.01). Meagan Fisher placed
first in the 100 fly (1:00.96) and Adi
Levy came in second in the 200 fly
(2:12.49).
On the boards, Megan Barrett
garnered 1% points by placing sec-
ond in the 1-meter diving competi-
tion. Samantha Graham also gath-
ered a significant number of points
when she placed second in the
three-meter diving competition
(192.15).
"The competition was a little
tougher than we expected,"
Grobmyer said. "Coming in second
was tough because the girls had a
solid win over URI in our opening
meet of the season."
The men's team had strong
swims as well. In the 50 free Cully
Wakelin came in second place
(22.33); Wakelin continued on to
win the 100 free (48.20) and finish
third in the 200 free (1:47.31).
Jeremy Bender came in fourth in
the 500 free (4:56.63). Bender con-
tinued to rack points and came in
second in both the 1000 free
(10:22.31) and 400 IM (4:22.91).
Tyler Cox led the breaststroke
for UMaine by taking third in the
100 breast (1:05.85) and fourth in
the 200 breast (2:23.95).
Isaac Forbes and Keith Burgle
pulled through on the boards by
placing third and fourth, respective-
ly, in the three-meter competition.
In the one-meter competition
Burgie took fourth and Forbes
placed fifth.
This Saturday, Dec. 8, the men's
and women's teams will travel to
Boston University to face the
Terriers at 2 p.m.
Thrrr and Out
By Sean Hladick, Johnatlion Madore and Steven Moran
lrom the minds of WMEB's newest sports talk show, "Three and Out,"
come three hot topics from the world of sports. It's your weekly pill for
instant sports relief.
First Down: NBA has a bright new Moon
Jamario Moon is not your average NBA rookie. Compared to the
benchmark of this year's rookie class, he is eight years older than Seattle's
Kevin Durimt, making this 27-year-old man a pleasant surprise in Toronto.
Jamario Speedwagon, the best nickname yet, is 6-foot 8-inches tall and
weighs 205 pounds. Going into the Raptor's Saturday night contest with
the Wizards, he is averaging 29.7 minutes, 8.5 points, 6.9 rebounds and 1.7
blocks after 12 games. Moon's numbers have earned him anywhere from
second (NBA.com) to sixth (ESPN.com) in rookie rankings.
The story of Jamario's rise to relevance is anything but storybook.
Attending Meridian Community College, also attended by Detroit Piston's
player Ronald "Flip" Mummy, he averaged 20.8 points and 8.7 rebounds
per game. After going undrafted in 2001, he has spent seasons in the
CBA, LNBP and the I ISM
Now, fmally given the opportunity to play in the NBA, he's been noth-
ing short of spectacular by nx)kie standards. Beating out Jason Kapono,
signed to play small forward in the off-season, he has cracked one of the
NBA's best young lineups headed by Chris Bosh, T.J. Ford, Andrea
Bargnani and Anthony Parker.
Moon appears to be one of the few players able to out-duel Durant in
the race for Rookie of the Year, along with Yi Jianlian and Al Hoiford
Playing tor the league's only remaining Canadian team, he'll continue to
impress without much spotlight; Moon has dealt with small crowds before.
- Sean
Second Down: Parity leads to further uncertainty
With the huge number of games playing every week in college football,
it's easy to get ovenvhehned. Given the complicated formula Bowl
Championship Series (BCS) uses in determining which team is the best in
the nation, many simply tune out instead of dealing with the confusion.
Things have become even more convoluted given all of the parity this
year; eight No. 1 or 2 seeds have fallen in the last several weeks. With
Oklahoma upsetting Missouri 38-17 and Pittsburgh stunning West
Virginia 13-7 Saturday night, it creates a mess in the rankings to determine
who should get the honor of playing for the national championship in New
Orleans.
No matter who is selected, fans will have much to debate about Which
team has the best college football program in the land? Hawaii is 12-0, yet
their weak strength of schedule will prevent them from even getting a shot
at the national title. Many times mid-major schools have little ability to
determine who they will match up against.
Without a concrete playoff system, fans will never truly be able to
determine which team is the best. College football needs to adjust with the
times and merge the bowl system with some form of playoff. Perhaps the
discussed "plus-one" system, which would allow for the top teams to have
a Final Four-type structure. Failure to do so will continue to frustrate Fans
and leave everyone asking the question that ESPN's popular sports rank-
ing show begs, 'Who's number one?'
- Steve
Third Down: NFL Not-work
Nearly one-third of the Ill million homes in the U.S. were able to
watch the Packers and Cowboys play on Thursday night. While I don't
consider this as big of a problem as everyone else doe..s because only one
other NFL Network scheduled game this year involves two above-.500
teams, the NFL Network is not attempting to rectify the situation in the
right manner.
Only three of the top-10 cable providers in the country carry the NFL
Network. Jeiry Jones, the chairman of the league's NFL Network com-
mittee and owner of the Dallas Cowboys, where 'rime Warner is the pri-
mary cable provider, continues to urge fans to. switch to satellite. "I know
I have been given a cease and desist to quit saying that, but that is a fact,"
Jones said.
It is also a fact that the NFL Network is demanding that cable providers
place the channel on basic cable and continue to ask for a $0.61 monthly
rate per subscriber, which is more than USA, FOX News and CNN.
Satellite is an option, but it's not the solution. Maybe the NFL Network
should stop asking for such a ridiculous amount of money for a channel
that people are only going to watch eight out of 52 weeks per year. Let's
not forget, up until last year these games were all free.
- John
Out:
You can catch us each Tuesday from 7 am. to 9 a.m. and Sunday from
8 a.m. to 10 a.m. on 91.9 FM, WMFJ3 or read us each week right here in
The Maine Campus. From Sean, John and Steve: we are three and we are
out.
The Celtics are off to a blazing start. See how their
Eastern Conference rivals line up.
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Black Bears rebound from two consecutive losses
University of Maine proves to Highlanders that 'there can be only one,' stifling defense forces 24 turnovers
By Alex Leonard
The University of Maine
men's basketball team was com-
ing off back-to-back defeats of
20 or more points. Hosting New
Jersey Tech was a welcome chal-
lenge. The Highlanders were,
and still are, winless as the Black
Bears defeated them Saturday
afternoon 86-58.
Maine's interior presence was
again effective as Jordan Cook
and Brian Andre dominated at
both ends of the floor. The Black
Bears used the big
men to create
opportunities and
a lead they never
relinquished.
College and beat the Highlanders
by almost the same margin. The
victory was one that UMaine
needed to restore energy in the
locker room.
"Anytime you come off a loss
like that you want to come out
the next with some intensity,"
Hight said. "I think we did that
today."
One of the key components to
the game was the Black Bears'
defense. Although they had trou-
ble stopping New Jersey Tech
forward Nesho Milosevic, the
  Black Bears were
Men's Basketball
Although Cook um
and Andre were
dominant down NJ Tech
86
58
low, the guard
play from Junior Bernal and
Jason Hight was equally impres-
sive. Bernal led all scorers with
19 points and added four
rebounds and three assists. Hight
played his best game of the sea-
son, scoring 12 points to go
along with six assists and three
rebounds.
The Black Bears showed little
in the way of ill effects coming
off a 30-point loss to Providence
able to hold the
rest of the team to
just 8-of-34 shoot-
ing. Hight added
that UMaine was
able to "create a
lot of offense from
defense." The
Black Bears had 14 steals and
forced 24 turnovers along with
five 'blocks, three coming from
Jordan Cook.
The Black Bears were also
able to rebound, which helped
them dominate the game and pull
away early. First-year Troy
Bamies played in his first game
and was impressive. He had
seven points to go along with
eight rebounds and three steals.
Barnies showed promise offen-
Reheluth Rhodes + The Maine Campus
UMaine weaves around a group of players, trying to find an chance to shoot.
sively, but was particularly solid
on the defense end.
Maine has a tough stretch of
games as they travel to Florida
State next Saturday and the
University of Connecticut on
Dec. 22.
Being an upperclassman and
team leader, Flight reiterated the
importance of these games: "We
have to continue to do the things
that make us the team we are,
play good defense and rebound
1. .1 you can't just expect to show
up and play well; you've got to
put in the time angl-the etfort."
Withibe Win, the Black Bears
improve to 4-4 overall and 3-1 at
home. Their next home game is
Saturday, Dec. 15, at 2 p.m.
against Mount St. Mary's.
Boike walks on in senior season
UMaine pitcher expected to make a difference on ice hockey squad
By Nick McCrea
When fall baseball ended for
the University of Maine Black
Bears on Oct. 13, senior Nolan
Boike put his cleats in a duffle
bag for the winter and dug out his
skates. He's living a dream with
feature film potential.
UMaine head coach Tim
Whitehead surprised Boike with
the challenge of a lifetime earlier
this fall when he invited him to
join the hockey team for his final
season at the university. His is a
story that proves there's always a
chance things will work out in the
end.
He skated onto the ice in the
Alfond to play in his first-ever
UMaine hockey game on Oct. 19
to help his new team sweep
Mercyhurst, just one week after
his obligations to fall baseball
ended. It was a weekend he said
he would never forget.
"I saw myself on the lineup
that weekend and all I could think
was Wow, so this is it, this is
what I've been waiting for my
whole life," Boike said.
Since that Mercyhurst series,
Boike has been a fixture on the
team, playing in nine of the Black
Bears' 12 games this season.
Whitehead had a relationship
with the Boike family all the way
back to his coaching days at
UMass Lowell, where he recruit-
ed Nolan's older brother. He
knew even before Nolan walked
on to team tryouts that he was a
good kid from a good family with
plenty of athletic talent to spare.
Boike's his-
tory with
Black Bear
hockey started
during his first
year, when he
tried out for
the team as a
walk-on and
made the
squad. He
stayed with the team through the
fall and practiced, but never made
it onto a lineup or into a game.
"At the halfway point [of the
season] Nolan and I sat down and
I mentioned to him that I didn't
see a lot of light at the end of the
tunnel for him that season,"
Whitehead said. "We were pretty
deep at the forward position that
year, which he realized."
"I knew he was a very talented
athlete on the baseball field as
Boike
well, so I think it was a smart
move for him to focus his atten-
tion on baseball," Whitehead
said.
Sd as Boike left the Alfond
Arena that season—on good
terms with the hockey coach—he
focused his attention on Mahaney
Diamond and a future with the
Black Bear baseball team. The
left-handed pitcher, who alternat-
ed between relief and starting
appearances, hit his peak in 2006,
when he pitched four scoreless
innings against Stony Brook in
the America East tournament
semifinals to send his team to the
NCAA tournament. That season,
he finished with a 4.50 ERA, the
lowest on the team for a pitcher
with 40 or more innings.
Despite his success during
three years on the mound, Boike
said, "After coming up here to
play baseball, versus experienc-
ing Maine hockey as a first-year,
and now getting to play in games
and just wanting to play so bad up
here, without a doubt, I realize
hockey is my passion."
Opportunity to act on that pas-
sion finally presented itself again
See BOIKE on page 17
Track's tunnel vision
Young UM track team under new leadership
By Dillon Bates
Winter on the University of
Maine campus brings with it two
spectacles: hundreds of students
skipping class to line up ridicu-
lously early outside of the Alfond
for hockey games and the sight
of that line occasionally diving
out of the way to let a warmly-
dressed runner come flying
through. This occurrence, which
is often accompanied by cries of
"You're crazy!" is 
about the extent of
the exposure that
the University of .
that work ethic in the sprints and
according to the athletes, has
already done so with the addition
of new sprint/ jump coach David
Cusano. Cusano, a standout ath
fete in his own time at I Maine,
started holding mandatory
sprint jump practices early this
fall, much earlier in the year than
ever before, with the goal of hav-
ing the sprinters and jumpers
come into the season in shape, as
opposed to using the first month
or so of the season
Indoor Track
Maine indoor track team gets.
This year, however, with a new
coach and a fresh outlook, the
members of the indoor track
team are looking to change that.
"This indoor track season will
be all about development. There
are a lot of athletes on the team
that have a lot of room for
improvement and as long as we
believe in our training and put
forth a high level of effort every
day we will be just fine," senior
Chuck Therriault said.
Hard work will bring results.
UMaine's distance-running ori-
ented team will try to enforce
for conditioning.
While this new
strategy may seem
obvious to people on the outside
looking in, this training has to be
carried out deliberately in order
to avoid the team hitting their
peak performances early and get-
ting "burnt out" by the time play-
off meets roll around in late
February. In light of this,
Cusano, who is currently work-
ing on a master's degree in exer-
cise, seems like the perfect man
for the job. This new develop-
ment has spurred a lot of interest
in how Coach Cusano's sprinters
perform.
See TRACK on page 17
